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Perturbative Structure of Reaction Mechanism in •Multi-Particle

Production Processes

             Teshiyuki Morii

College of Liberal Arts, Kobe University, Kobe

     The structure of reaction meehanism in hadronic multi-particle reactions

is investigated based on a simplified multi-Regge medel and the perturbative

picture for the structure of hadron-hadron interaction at high energies is

presented. Afteran introductory sketch on recent historical development,

partial cross sections are analyzed by a simplified multi-Regge model. It is

clarified that the reaction mechanism in multi-particle production processes is

composed of the non-diffractive mechanism and the diffractive one. The model with

these mechanisms is' formulated and some of the experimental data are analyzed by

this model. The.structure of effeetive couplings in a multi-peripheral chain is

investigated and it is shown that the dominant reaction mechanism switches over

from the non-diffractive mechanism to the diffractive one with increasing energy.

Finally, the perturbative pieture for the structure of reaction mechanism in

multi-particle production processes is discussed based on the results obtained

from the above investigation. This paper includes the following contents.
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gl. Zntroduction

     Multi-particle production iS one of the most current,and attractive problems

in the elementary particle physics, In the world of hadrons with strong interaetions,

the creation and the annihilation of particles are essential at high energies.

As the energy goes up in hadron-hadron collisions, multi-particle productions

contribute to the main part of the cross section. Furthermore, if we consider

that the reaction mechanism of two-body reactions is closely connected with the

one of multi-particle production processes through y!t2!iA!zll,!Ezztarit , it is very

important to make clear the dynamical structure of multi-particle production

proeesses in order to clarify the structure of strong interactions.

     Recently, many of investigations about multi--particle production phenomena

are concentrated mainly in inclusive reactions. Just as the total cross section

aT for a + b ÅÄ anything, the one-particle inclusive cross section dul(d3p, /Ee)

for the reaction a + b + c + anything carries important global information about

the production of particle c in ab collisions. The generalization to

several-particle inclusive reactions is immediate. The generalized optical

theorem relates the one-particle inclusive cross section to a certain
                                                                               '
discontinuity of an unphysical three-particle to three-particle forward scattering
                '
amplitude just as the opticaZ theorem does the total cross section to the elastic

forward scattering amplitude, and the discontinuity is parametrized in terms of

Regge pole exchanges. Since the inclusive cross section is composed of the

suimnations of the cross sections for individual processes, it is very inportanv

to clarify the dynamical strueture of reaction mechanism of each channel. In this

paper, we investigate the structure of reaction mechanism in multi-particle

production processes.

     Historically, the investigation of multi-particle produetion phenomena

6egan with Heisenbergi) in ig36. since there are many exceuent review articies2)
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of various theories and models until now, we limit the discussion in this section

to an introductory sketch on recent development.

     on the background of the qualitative success3) of Regge pole theory4) in the

two-body hadron reactions and the accumulation of abundant experimental data of

multi-particle production phenomena in the accelerator energy region [ at the

Brookhaven AGS and the CERN PS ], a multFRegge pole model"V) was proposed in

Z967-1968 and investigated in detail by many theorists.7)NIO) The idea of this

model was originally proposed by Amati, Bertocchi, Fubini, stanghellini and Toninll),

in 1962, who put forward a multi-peripheral model, so-called the ABFST model

from dispersion-theoretical considerations as a natural extention of the one-

pion-exchange (OPE) model which had been extensively discussed by Salzman and

                                                          13)       12)           and by Dremin, Cherrtavski and their collaborators . They furtherSalzman

developed the model and discussed systematically the characteristic features of

multt-particle production phenomena. According to the ABFST model, multi-particle

production is assumed to be reduced to the low energy pion-pion scattering.

Namely, the multi--particle reaction amplitude in hadron-hadron collisions is

assumed to be factorized by many low energy pion-pion scattering amplitudes. The

number of vertices increases as the incident energy goes upibut the sub-coliision at

each vertex remains at !ow energy. Although this model gives us the Regge pole

behaviour of elastic scattering amplitude through unitarity and presents a unified
                                                                               '
theory of multi-particle production, its quantitative predictions are, unfortunately,

not in agreement with experiments. The average multiplicity and the total cross

section expected from this modei are too smau compared with experimentsi4).

After that, this model has been abandoned until the revival of it in the multi-Regge

*)                                                                              5)   The first formulation of the multt-Regge model is presented by Ter-Martirosyan

   and Kibble6) in lg63.
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model in 1967 as mentiened above.
      .
     SÅ}nce 1967-1968, the theoretical and experimentai investigation deveZopes

vigorously based on the idea of the multi-Regge pole model. As for two-body

reactions, experiments have the fonowing important featuresi5) at high energies;

      1) The differential cross sections show forward or backward peaks

          depending on whether the quantum numbers in the t- or u-channels admit

          the exehange of a single particle or resonance.

     ii) The peaks are roughly of exponential shape of the four momentum
                                                                        '                                                       '          transfers t or u.

    iii) The cross sections have a power dependence on the energy, s2ct-2 where

          ct is independent of reaction ehannels and is characteristic of the exchange

                                          '          quantum numbers,• as caned as Morris.on's rule16).

We call these Cu"atures the eri heral ro erties.'These features are in general in

                                                                                'agreement with the Regge pole model. It is natural that the qualitative success of

the Regge pole modei in two-body collisions leads to the generalization of this

model to multi-particle production processes. Many of experiment seem to show the
     '
propriety of this generalization. The peripheral properties are seen even in
multi-partiele production processe's17) as anaiyzed by Hansen et al18).

                                                          7)  . Based on the multi-Regge pole rnodel, Chan Hong-Mo et al.                                                               parametrized

the n-particle produetion amplitude, so-called CtA model, in such a way that:

      i) whenever the effective mass of every pair of the final particles is

          large, the amplitude becomes fully Reggeized;

     it) whenever any group of the final pareicles forrns a cluster with low

          effective mass, that part of the amplitude whieh corresponds to

          interaetions within the eluster is replaeed by a constant;
        '
and analyzed various distributions of exclusive reactions, for example the c.m.

angular distributions and the longitudinal and transverse momentum distributions of
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secondaries for varying multiplicity and incoming energy., the average transverse

momenta of secondaries as funetions of multiplicity, etc., and obtained

qualitatively good agreements with experiments. However, the large number of

parameters obscure the physical image of the dynamical structure of multiple

                      'production.
                                                  '
                                                            19)     At about the same time, Van Hove and his collaborators                                                                have examined on

the basis of typical experimental distributions in exclusive reactions, the
                                                               '
fundamental ideas and aspects which are especially interesting in connection

with model independent data presentation and analysis. Based on the fact that,

in strong interacttons, transverse momenta of secondaries are limited to $mall

values and are largely independent of the natuee of the particle, the multiplicity

n and the c.m. energy sn, in contrast to the longitudinal momenta of ones, Van

Hove et al. proposed a method of the final state classification in longitudinal

phase space (LPS) for many--body reactions just as one distinguishes between

forward and backward scattering in the case of two-body reactions. Because of
                                                  'the constraints of momentum and energy conservation, all events in LPS fall inside

appropriate polyhedrons, for example, a hexagon in three-•body final state, a

cuboctahedron in four-body final state, etc.. If the reduced longitudinal momenta
                'xi = 2piti*  !i.21p"j*l are used, 6vent points in Lps are eiassified into some

divisions. Since these divisions are connected with the eharacteristic reaction

mechanism based on the multi-Regge model, we can make clear the role of exchange

rnechanÅ}sm in exclusive reactions by means of LPS analysis. Van Hove and his

collaborators have considered that the events inside each division are produced via

                                                       '  'production of clusters and have insisted from the analysis of K" p reactions at

;OGeV/c that there is a hierarchy of strengthof exchanges,i.e.,

                         P>M>S>E,
                                                                                 20)where P stands for pomeron, M for meson, S for strange and E for exotic exchange .
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LPS analysis is excellent for the classification of the data by the exchange

mechanism but does not offer any information about the dynamical structure of

             'clustering.

                             21)     Furtherrnore, Namiki et al.                                  have analyzed exclusive reactions by the ti-cut

phase space. They have considered that the dynamical structure of exclusive

reactions is effectively due to the universal t.-cut effect, i.e.,
                                              i
[til S 1 (GeV!c)2 for every ti in the multi-peripheral chain and shown that the

gross features of multiple production at fairly low energies, PLfE 30 GeV/c are

understood from this effect. Furthermore, they have clarified that a fireball,

t.e., the one of clusters is produced by the t.-cut mechanism. They have considered
                                             i
the non-diffractive mechanism only and ignored the diffractive one and therfore
                    'the behaviour at high energies have not been discussed fully.

     Now, another model which stands for the experimental analysis is the fireball
mode122)' *). This model is obtained phenomenologically by analyzing jet

phenomena in cosmic ray energy region. As the first step to clarify the correlation

between the multi-Regge pole model with the fireball model, we, formerly, proposed

a simple mode125) which contains the Regge-pole hypothes•is and the fireball

description of experiments. The model is that the fireball is produced by exchanging

Regge poles and subsequently decays in flight into secondary mesons. The results of

this model are qualitatively in agreement but quantitatively not in agreement

with experiments because of too rough simplification of the model.

*)                                                       23)   The original idea is due to the isobar model by Takagi                                                           who improved the
                            24)   statisttcal model of Fermi                               . His model has developed to the fireball model,

   later on and presented a new light to multi-particle production phenomena.
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     On the other hand, the theoretical investigation of .the multi-Regge model
      -
                                              26)has been developed by maRy gheorist. Chew et al. have extended the idea of
       27)           to multiple production and pointed out the justifiability of a roughduality

multi-Regge description with final particles which are stable with respect to

strong interactions from threshold to high energies. The factorization and the

dontnance of small momentutu stransfer in each vertex function are assumed in thÅ}s

raodel, and one obtains the results that the averaged multiplicity shows the ln s

behaviour with energy and the multiplicity distribution is Poisson form.

                                      28)                                          the structure of input and outputFurthermore, by the bootstrap principle
                                                                   '
Reggeons and pomeron has been explored in detail. Also, the relation between the

multi-Regge model and the original ABFST model has been discussed and a perturbative

analysis of the diffractive dissociation mechanism has been presented29). The

application of this model to the phenomenological analysis for inclusive reactions
          '                            30)is qualitatively satisfactory .
            31)                             32)                and Yang et al.                                  proposed the idea of scaling and limiting     Feynman

fragmentation, respectÅ}vely at Stony Brook Conference in 1969. These coneepts

have become very important in the recent inclusiv9khenomenology and in eonr ection

with the parton picture33) to eiementary particies. Meuuer34) has conneeted

                                                                            35)these concepts with the Regge concepts through the generalized optical theorem

for inclusive processes and made a biginning of the big boom on inclusive reactions.

     Over the past two years the maximun beam momentum has increased from 30 GeV/c

to 400 GeV/c at NAL and to 3000 GeVlc at the CERN ISR and abundant data have been

accumulated. The multi-Regge model in the original form can not account forsovne

                                                              36)of these experiment. For example, the multiplicity distribution                                                                  is not the
  '
Poisson form, except for in the momentum region PL'Ny 50 .-- 70 GeVlc, and the

                       37)                           is net zero and also the ratio of charged multiplicityeorrelation parameter f2

                                        <n>(n) to dispersion (D) is constant, i.e., D 2 2 in costrast to the expectation
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from the multi-Regge model.
      '
     Meanwhile, it has been inststed that the diffractive excitation model (DEM)*)

is important in multiple production, by Hwa38), Jacob and slansky et al?9). in

                                     '
this model, the averaged multiplicity shows the ln s behaviour with energy but the

                                                         1multiplicity distribution for large multiplicity n is anN- ilr2 which iS nOt

inagreement with experiments and the cross sections are not saturated in the low

energies by this mode140). Furthermore, the observation of striking short-range

rapidity correiation4i) in ineiastic cross sections is con'trary to DEM. sinee

two representative models; the multi-Regge model and the diffractive excitation

mode17are monistic, they explain only the partial features of experiments and

have been faced with difficulties in essential points.

     A model which solves these difficulties is so-called two-component mode142)' *S-).

The basic idea of two-component model is that two distinct production mechanism

                                                     44)-call them multi-prepheral and diffractive- are at work                                                         . Phenomenologically,

this picture is in agreement with essentially all of the experimental data presently

available. However, two-component model cannot be considered a candidate for

final theories of particle production, even if it should account for every

experimental feature. The two components must be intertwined through the unitarity
                '
constraint, since it is artificiai to enforce a separation. One interpretation of
                                 '
this model is that two-component rnodel is the first term of a perturbative
                                                                           '
expansion for the fuu production ampiitude. rn fact, r6centiy some attempts45)

k)

**)

The essential point of this model is same to the Takagi

This model is proposed originauy by wilson43) who has

                                '
component production mechanisms, i.e., the difÅíractive

almost constant cross sections and small multiplicity,

one whieh present the decreasing eross sections at high

multiplicity.

 mode123).

considered two

part which present ghe

and the pionization

 energies and large
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that the full production amplitude is expanded by triple.-pomeron coupling
     ,
perturbatively, are seen. In this paper, from the analyses of exclusive reactions

we also, independently, attain the similar picture, i.e., the perturbative picture
                                                                 '
for the structure of reaction mechanism in multi-particle production processes.

     Now, in this paper we eonsider the structure of reaction mechanisms in

multi-particle production processes based on the multi-Regge model. The exchanged

objeets in the multi-peripheral diagrams are assumed to be two species, i.e.,

pomeron (P) and meson Reggeon (M), which are assumed effective fixed poles for
                                                                    L
simplicity and are parametrized as ctp = 1 and ctM = O, respeetively. We are not
                                                                   '
concerned with the quantitatively detail discussion of the fitting to the data

but the gross feature and the characteristic role of various reaction mechanisms

which are produced due to the extstence of pomeron and meson Reggeon, and

investigate the structure of pomeron and meson Reggeon and the role of them in

multi-particle production processes. Pomeron is specified to have a vacuum

                                    'quantum number and is conneeted to the almost•constant cross section at high

energies and it exists in the diffraction r[Lechanism in hadronic tnteractions,

while meson Reggeon is assumed to be responsible to the averaged effect of all

secondary Reggeons and is related to the decreasing behaviour of the cross section
                '                                          'with increasing energy. The existence of pomeron and meson Reggeon induces two
                      'different reaction mechanisms, i.e., the non-diffractive (ND) mechanism and the
 '

diffractive (D) one and the D meehanism is composed of many components as discussed
                                                      '
in this paper. Present experimental data show the existence of the switeh-over

meehanism of the dominant reaction mechanism in multi-partiele produetion

         46),47),48)                    . Furthermore, the smallness of the inner pomeron couplingprocesses

(g2pM) compared to the inner meson coupling• (g2 MM) and the existence of the

                     49)                        lead us to a perturbative scheme of the reaction mechanismswitch-over mechanism
              'tn muiti-particle produ6tion proeesses50).
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     In S2, we briefly outline the multi-Regge model and introduce •two sort of
                                                      .
exchange objects, i.e., pomeron and meson Reggeon. The partial cross seetions

are analyzed phenomenologically by this model and it is elarified that the reaction
                            '
mechanism in exclusive processes is composed of the non-diffractive mechanism and

the diffractive one. The model with these mechanisms is formulated in g3 and

the structure of the s. and t. dependence of the model is investigated. In g4,
                     11
some of experimental data, in particular, the partial cross sections, the invariant

mass spectra, the forward-backward asymetry and the two-particle distributions are

                                         -b•analyzed by assuming that the non-diffractive mechanism (ND) and the single

diffractive dissociation one (Da and 1 or Db) are main terms and the double

                                ) and other muZti-pomeron exchange onesdiffractive dissociation one (D                              ab
(D-D, D -D, ...) are neglible for reactions with small multiplicity, say several,
       a
in the region from threshold to PL = 100 GeVlc. From the analysis of the partial

cross sections, it is clarified that the experimental data show the switch-over

mechanism of the dominant reaction mechanism from the ND to D mechanism. Also,

the importance of the switeh-over mechanism is pointed out from all the analyzed

physical quantities. Based on the results of the analyses in g4, the gross

structure of exclusive reactions is discussed in g5. In S6, we investigate the

                'structure of effective couplings in the multi--peripheral ehain, above all the inner
                                                      '                     'couplings in order to make clear the origin of the smallness of the countibutions

from Dab, D'-D, Da-D, etc.. It is clarified that the inner pomeron coupling g2
pM

is very small compared with the inner meson one g2 1y[bl, i.e., g2 pM/g2MM = O.Ol.

This result leads to the smallness of the contributions from Dab, D-D, Da'D, etC.,

and to a switch-over mechanism of the dominant reaction meehanism with increasing

energy as discussed in S7. The perturbative picture of the reaction mechanism in
                            '
multi-particle production processes is investigated in g8. A new integral

equation for production amplitudes is presented and further the duality assumption
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is introduced. Finally, the possibility of the non-vanishing adjacent pomeron
                                                      '
coupling gpp2 is discussed. The production of the muiti-f-i'reball and the 3'tew

particle is included in Jthis scheme in connection with the non--vanishing gpM2 and

                       'gpp2, respectively. Conclusions and discussions are given in g9. we present in

appendices (A) Partial cross sections by a simple multÅ}-Regge model in the

Chew-Pignotti's approximation and (B) The perturbative expansion of the S--matrix in

                                                                'the formal theory of scattering.
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S2. The analyses of partial cross sections by a simplified multi-Regge model
                                                      .
     As mentioned in !ntroduction, we explore the stFucture of reaction mechanism

in multi-particle production processes. The qualitative success of the Regge
          3)pole model for high energy reactions with two body final states requires serious
                               'attention to the multi-Regge hypothesis7)"iO) for muitiple production.

     According to the multi:-Regge model, the reaction amplitude (T ) of the
                                                                n
exclusive reaetion,
      '             tt
                                                *)                  a+b+ Cl + C2 + ''' S Cn,                                                                    (2-1)

is given at high energies as follows;

      Tn'v Ya(tl)(:."'iYi(ti,ti+1,Åëi))yb(t.-1)\•iki(ti)sicti(ti) + exchang6 terms, (2--2)

             '                                                 ttwhere cti denotes the trajectory of the leading Reggeon exehanged in the i-th

subenergy in the multi-peripheral chain as shown in Fig.1. The exchange terms

correspond to the diagrams with the different.ordering of longitudinal momenta

of final particles. In Eq.(2-2), the end vertex factor ya(yb) denotes the coupling

strength of Reggeon ct1(ctn-1) to the particles a and cl(b and cn) and the inner

vertex factor yi.denotes the one of two Reggeons cti and ai+1 to the particle

                                            tt

*)
    We denote the four momenta of particies a, b and cias Pa, Pb and qi, respectively.

    The energies and masses are toa, cob and coi, and ma, mb and mi, respectively.

    The number i represents the order from the side of the particle a in a

   multi-peripheral chain as shown in Fig.1. The invariant variables are defined

    as

                           '                             '                                                             i          sx (Pa + Pb)2 , si = (qi+ qi+1)2 and ti = (P. -jglqj)2 .
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ci+1. .ci and Åëi denote the signature factor and Toller angle51), respectively.

In the more complicated case, the contrthution of secondaty Reggeons and ! or cuts

                                  '                                    Fig. 1

is added to Eq.(2-2) but mostly, these contribution is neglected at high energies.

                                                 27)Furthermore, since we can consider that the duality justifies a rough multi-Regge

description of high energy multiple production which ignores resonance production

and concentrates on those final particles that are stable with respect to strong

interactions, we take this model from threshold to high energies.

     Mostly, the following assumptions are taken for the practical discussions;

    (i) Each vertex part with the signature factor is small except for small

          value of each momentum transfer t. and has an exponential behaviour
                                          x
          on t.. We call this the t.-cut mechanism. From this assumption, the
              --
          exchange terms of Eq.(2-2) tend to be small and therefore, we neglect

          these terms, for simplicity.

               '    (ii) Toller angle Åëi is able to be neglected52).

     Based on these assumptions, we have the following amplitude;

                          n-Z                  T. =F.i:ieaitt (kt)cti(ti) , (2-3)

                '                                                    '
where Cn is the normalization factor, ai denotes the magnitude of the ti-cut

and so is sealing parameter which is taken to be 1 (Gev)2.

                                     '
     The partial cross section (un) is given as follows;

                                                 '                                                             '                           '                                              '                  an='nytfi :i(s,m2 ,mb)fdÅë. IT.l2 , ,. (2-4)

                                                            '
                  dÅën=pm/2T)3n4cn i:'i'gtgil;.\ 64(P.+Pb-'i2iqi), ' (2-s)

                                           '                                                                                 '                          'where 2 X(s,ma2,mb2) denotes the flux factor and A(x, y, z) = x2+y2+z2-2xy-2yz-2zx,

and dÅën the phase space volume of n-particle final states. Co is a scaling

parameter and is taken to be 1 (GeV)2. The practical calculation is carried out
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by Monte Carlo mevthod which is explained in Ref.87).

     Now, we consider the multi-pion production processes in orderto clarify the

structure of reaction mechanism based on the simplified multi-Regge model.
                                    '             tt  '     For simplicity, we assume that the only two sort of Reggeons,i.e., pomeron

(P) and effective meson (M) Reggeon are exchanged in the multi-prepheral chain,

where pomeron and meson Reggeon are assumed to be the fixed poles and parametrized

as ctpf: 1 and ctMt"v O, respeetively, and are eonsidered that they are specified

only by the internal quantum numbers. The effective meson (M) Reggeon contains

the averaged effect of all secondary trajectories. Thus, the reaction mechanism

in multi-particle preduction processes is classified into the non-diffractive

(ND) mechanism and the diffractive (D) one. The D and ND mechanism are specified

by whether pomeron is exchanged somewhere in a multi-peripheral chain or not,

                                   'respectively. PhenomenologÅ}cally, the D mechanism is specified by the almost
                                                                   '
constant behaviour of its cross section with increasing energy, while the ND
                                    '
mechanism by the rapidly deereasing behaviour of its cross section at high

energies. !n this section, we investigate the magnitude of the t.-cut parameter
                                                               z
ai corresponding to pomeron and meson Reggeen exchange mechanism, respectively.
                '
     First, we consider the non--diffractive part of reaction mechanism. In this

                'case, pomeron is exchanged nowhere in the multi-peripheral chain and all of the

exchanged Reggeons are equally ctM. However, in anticipation of the case of the

                                                                       'processes dominated by strange meson exchange and 1 or baryon exchange, which we

consider in analyzing the experimental data of Hansen et al. below, we here write

                                                   'the exchanged Reggeon as U, in general. Jin the case of multi-bion production,

                                          '   'a is assumed to be a = ctly[ = O as seen in the above disaussions. The adequacy of

thts parameter is discussed below,
                                                              '
     Then, the reaction matrix producing n-particle final states is written as

follows;
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                                                                         '
                   IT.I2=iin (pL)2'D-( "iil e2ai-ti- ,*) (2-6)

where ZEn is the normalization factor and PL is the incident laboratory momentum.

     From the following analyses of experiments, we obtain the result of

ai = a = 2 (Gevlc)-2 for multi-pion production precesses if we take 'ct' = ctM = O,

        '
We eall this mechanism the universal ti-cut mechanism. Fits by means of this

value are shown in Fig.2.'4. In Fig.2, we show the Gnergy dependence of the partial

eross section u in r- p + T- prO(T+rr- )k, where k ut o, 1 and 253). The iiormalization
              n
factors are arbitrary. The magnitude of t.ttdut of a. = 2 (Gev!c)'2 explains the
                                         i-
gross behaviour of o of the non-diffractive part from threshold to high energies.
                   n

                                   Fig. 2

In Fig.3, we show the following quantity;

                   <IT.l2>=fdÅën l.ilgd-i e2ati .< (pL)-6 . (2-7)

                                    n

*) Zn the multi-Regge limit, we have the following relation;

                                    '

                  s= sl S2 .'' Sn-1 '
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the experimental values for n are taken from the analyses of Hofmokl et al?4),*).

*)
The cross section for a given ineiastic channel with n particles in the final

state may be written as

              Un " <ITnl2> av p 1ts fdÅën ,

                              cm

where Pcm is the c.m. momentum of the primary particles and 1/Pcm,F is the

flux faetor. Hofmokl et al. have examined the energy dependence of the average

of the square of the transition matrix element:

              <ITnl2'avctU*=9ItLig!!!.E-P .cmts ,.

                               fdÅë
                                  n
using available data on cross section for multi-pion production processes of

40 reaction channeis with the multiplici.ty n ranging from 3 to 8 in TÅ} p, KÅ}
p,

pp and Pp i.nelastic collisions. They find that for all investigated reactions

 *o may be well fitted by asimple power law •

                    -* --fi •                       •o ctP .                                L

where the values of the exponent, -n, increase with the multiplieity n.

That the result of Eq.(2-7) and Fig.3 is in agreement with this means that

                           -2the values of ai = 2 (GeVlc) and li = O are good parameters for multi-pion

production processes.
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 As seen in Fig.3, we conclude that the result of Hofmokl et al. is exblained by

the values of ai= 2 (Gevlc)-2 and a = O. Name!y, it is exp!ained by the universal

ti-cut mechanism. Furthermore, it means that the increase of PL dependendence

of the phase space with increastng mu!tiplicity is canceled by the decreaSes due

to the universal t -cut mechanism. In Fig.4 we show the multiplicity dependence
                   i-

                                    Fig. 3

                                                     MaX) of the partial crosSof the incident momentum giving the maximum point (P
                                                    n
section. Experimental values are taken from the analyses of Hansen et all .8).

When we parametrize as

   t/

                               pmax.AnB , (2-s)
                                n

we see A is channel-dependent but B is universal for any channels. In the case

                 -2of a. = 2 (GeV/c)                    and 'ct' = O, results are given in Fig.4 and Table 1 and are in
    -
fairly good agreement with experimental values. As seen from the above analyses,

                                    Fig. 4 .

                                    Table.1

                        -261 = O and a. = 2 (GeVlc)                           are good parameters for the case of multi-pion
           -
                                                              'production processes.
                  '
     We consider not only multi-pton production processes but also the processes

domtnated by strange meson exchange and 1 or baryon exchange which are investigated

by Hansen et al}8) and study the magnitude of the effective trajectory (ct'-) in the

reaction mechanisms corresponding to these processes.

     From Eqs.(2-6) and (2-7), we obtain the following relation;

                     '
                       Un ct TvtliffE:riuxl'(PL)2tt fdÅën2;.l e2aiti ,

                                                      '                          ct ritFlas"iiuxi. cpL)2a-'n" xdÅë. . (2-g)
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                                                             *)When we compare this equation with the analysis of Hansep et al.                                                                , we get
         '261-2 or -nA because of -n-  = n-1 where nA is a paramater used, by Hansen et al..

Therefore we determine the value of -ct'  from one of nA as follows;

                                                    --..                        Exchange nA ct
                        S=O meson 2 O
                        S=l meson 3 -112
                        S=O baryon 4 -1 ,
where S is the strangeness number. For S = O meson exchange, this result is in
                                         e•'                                                                               **)agreement with our assumption Zl = O. Generally, we can w=ite 'ct-  = -O.5 (ns + 2nB)

                denote the number of strangeness and baryon numb'er of dominantlywhere n and n       SB
exchanged object, respectively. It is noted that the determination of a is closely

re!ated to the magnitude of a.. These values of a are rather small compared
                            L
with the one of the leading trajectory estimated mostly from two bedy reactions.

The problem why these exchanged trajectory is lower than the leading trajectory

in multi-particle production is stil1 an open question. However, it is not so

*)
    Hansen et al. have examined the energy dependence of oA which is defined as
    Un M OA Å~'lf;rSl}iTSg-2 and found that experinentaily oA has the form

                                   -nA                            cr ct P                             AL '
                                                  '

    just as in two-body reactions. nA is a constant independent of multiplicity,

    but depending on the reaction mechanism in a manner similar to Morrison's

    rule16) found for two-body reactions. '
**)
    Thts equation is same to the relation of effective trajectories to rank

    nunbersS5).
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suprising if we notice that in multi-particle production. processes, there are

many terms contributing to the cross section and many secQndary trajectories

are allowed to be exchanged and thus, the averaged effect of all secondary trajectories

may reduce the ixztercept of 6e, and also the subenergy in the multi--peripheral

diagram is not always so large and therefore secondary trajectories may contribute

to cross sections largely*).

     In summary, we can understand the gross feature of multi-particle production

data which are characterized by the non-diffractive mechansim according to the

following formula:
                                                                   '  '' (experiment) ct (exchange effect) Å~ (t.-cut effect) Å~ (phase space factor)
                                           i
where

                                    2a-2        experiment ; un(EXP) "' PL ,
              '
                                                       2d                              Un(EXP) / an(ti-C"t) 'V PL ,        exchange effect ;

        ti-cut effect ; on(ti-cut) 1 on(p.s) A. pL'(n-1)

                                            n-3 *de)and phase space factor ; Un (P' S) N PL .

k)

**)

Tn general, the exchanged trajectory

multi-particle production processes.

reactions56). Also, it is understood

exchange term contributes largely to

Here,

 Un(ti-cut)oc rFtSiaE:riux] f:i.Tl e2aÅ}ti dÅën

                                  On

is lower than the

 This tendency is

 by that in C•t. A

the cross section

 leading

seen in

 mode17)

e. .

and

         1(PrS)O`[Fl..] fdO. .

 trajectory in

inclusive

 the baryon
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     N,ext, we investigate the diffractive part of the erpss section and determine

 the structure of its reaction amplttude. The dtffractive mechanism is eharacterized

 by the existence of pomeron exchange somewhere in the multi-peripheral chain and

 its cross section is considered to show the constant behaviour at high energies.

 Based on the multi-Regge model discussed above, we consider the following amplitude

 as to correspond to the diffractive mechanism for the n-particle production

 processes:

              T.D =J51.•/ril eaiti•ebtj (igeti)ctP• :iJl+i eaktk , (2-io)

where Dn is the normalization constant. A poTneron is exchanged in'the j-th

 section in the multi-peripheral chain and is assumed to be a fixed pele whose

 intercept is 1 as mentioned above. !t is assumed that the non-pomeron exchange

 sections in the multi-peripheral ehain are specified by the exchange of 'El which

                                                            ' is discussed above, and therefore, by only the universal t.-•cut mechanism
                                                         i
              -2  . = 2 (GeV/c)(a                ) for multi-pion produetion processes.
 i
     ln order to check the problem whether the amplitude of Eq.(2-10) gives the

                                 'constant cross section or not, we eonsider the reaction rrp ÅÄ 3Tp. Then, we get

  '                                                      s 2ct                  u4D ct [Fll..] fdÅë4 iil e2aiti.e2bt3 (bt P ,' (2-n)

where t3 is the 4--momentum transtfer squared from initial to final proton. If we
                               '                   -2                                      -2                                                              Dtake ai =2 (GeV/c) and b=8 (GeVlc) , the cross section u4                                                                shows the

constant behaviour at high energies, as shown by the solid line in Fig.5. 0n the

                                                                   -2other hand, if we take ai = O in Eq.(2-11) instead of ai = 2 (GeVlc) , the cross

sectton does not exhibit the constant behaviour but increases with energy as

shown by the broken line in Fig.5. Aiso, tf we take (s/sa)ctP instead of

                                                                    '(s3/so)ctP in Eq.(2-11), we get a result similar to the model of ai = O and obtain

the dotted line in Fig.5. Thus, it is considered that the amplitude of Eq.(2-10)
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                                                                     -2is a good description of the diffractive mechanism, when ai 2 2 (GeVlc) and

             --2b -- 8 (GeVlc) . These values of parameters are independent of the final multiplicity
                                                       'and the incident momentum. '
                    '                                  Fig. 5

     Finaliy, we discuss the role which the non-diffractive (ND) and diffractive (D)

mechanism play in the cross section of exclustve reactions. As investigated

already, the cross seetion of the former rises steeply from threshold, reaches

a peak and then decreases. On the other hand, the one of the latter rises slowly

from threshold and approaches a constant value with increasing energy. As shown

in Fig.6 for T- p • T- T+T'- p53), the dominant part in the cross section of the

exclusive reaction swttches over from the non-diffractive mechanism to the

                                             *)diffractive one. Here, we take NI) :D =2 :1                                               as the relative ratio of coupling

of two mechanism.

                                  Fig. 6

     lf we extend this feature to all inelastic reactions, we would get the gross

picture as shown in Fig.7. We believe that when the incident energy is fixed, the
                                                                              '                        'non-diffractive and diffractive mechantsms are dominant fer higher and lower

mu!tiplicity reactions, respectively.
                '
                                  Fig. 7

tc) This value must not be constdered to be so rigorously meaningful because we

    here consider DT term only, whieh produces diffractively a dissociated pion

    system, as the D mechanism. However, as will be discussed in the following

                                 -- -+-    section, the D mechanism for Tp ÅÄr " Tp is composed of two terms, i.e.,

   Drt and DN, though the contriLbution of DN is small compared with that of Dl.

   Mso, see the anaZysis of partial cross sections in g4.
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g3. The structure of diffracttve and non-di.ffractive Tnechanism

     In the previous section, it has been elarified that the reaction mechantsm

                          'in multi-particle production proeesses is composed of two different reaction

mechanism, i.e., the non-diffractive (ND) mechanism and the diffractive (D) one.

In this section we formulate the model with these mechanisms more fully and

investigate the structure of them.
                                                    '
     We consider the reaction of Eq.(2--1). Hereafter we consider only multi-pion

produgtion processes. As discussed in the previous section, if we consider the
                                         ".•
only two sort of Reggeons, i.e., pomeron (P) and effective rneson (M) Reggeon, the

                                                                   'reaction amplitude for the reaction of Eq.(2-1) is divided into the non--diffractive

                                             ab . .and diffractive parts. )amely, the amplitude T                                                  xs wrltten as
                                                n

                                  ab D                         ab ND                   ab                           T+T , (3-1)                    T=                     nnn .
where abT ND and abT D denote the amplitude of the ND and D mechanism, respectively.

         nnwe construct the ampiitudes abTnND and abTnD in the fouowing way :

     (i) We assume the multi-peripheral diagram as shown in Fig.1.

     (Å}i) The exchange of the meson and pomeron in multi-peripheral chain are

            parametrized as follows;
               (A) eati(tg6t)ctM ; a=2(Gev/e)-2, ctbl=o for meson Reggeon,

               (B) ebti(i tl)ctP ; b=s(Gev/c)'2, ctp=i for pomeron,

                                  '
            where so is a scaling parameter and is taken to be 1 (Gev)2. These

            parameters are independent of energy and multiplicity and are assumed

            to be valid from the threshold to high energies.

     (iii) Though there are many muZti-peripheral diagrams according to the

            permutation of the final particles in the multi-peripheral chain, we

            seZect only a few diagrams wh [eti) are considered to play main roles
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Under

where

rf q    li'

      for each reaction, and construct the amplitud.e corresponding to them

     as the effective amplitudes. Also, in the followÅ}ng calculation,

                                           *)     these amplitudes are added incoherently , since we are concerned

     with the gross structure of the reaction mechanism and with the

     characteristic features of the ND and th.e D mechanism.

(iv) The ND mechanism ts characterized by such a rnechanism that pomeron is

     exchanged nowhere in multi--peripheral chain as shown in Fig.8(a).

     we simpiy parametrize it by only one term (abTnND). on the other

                                    "
     hand, the D mechanism is characterized by the existence of pomeron

     exchange in the multi-peripheral chain and is decomposed as follows;

      abTnD . abTnDa + abTnDb + abTnDab + abTnD-D + ab.TnDa"'D +..., (3-2)

     where abTnDi, abTnDab, abTnD-D and abTnDa-D denote the amplitudes

     of single diffraetive dissociation of particle i, the double diffractive

     dissociation, the double diffraction and the double pomeron exchange

     with dissociated system of particle a, respeetÅ}vely, and they are

     specified by the diagrams as shown in Fig.8(b).v (f), respectively.

                                                         '                         ' Fig. 8
           '
the above assumptions, each reaction ampZitude is parametrized as follows;

           abT.V =15i;E;" RpV (si, ti) , ' (3-3)

                                    s. ct. • . -           RnV (si, ti) F ?ili eaiti (?ti i , ' (3-4)

                                       'ab v  Cn denotes the normalization factor of the v-type reaction meehanism.

     and o$I, then ai = b and a, respectively.

*)
The

the

structure of each reaetion

wave functions have little

mechanism is different from each other and

overlap.
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                 '
     The norrnaiization factor abc V is given as
                                n

                          v ab v                      ab                      .Cn• =C. .ct ab , (3-5)
                            '
        ab           is dependent of. multiplicity but free from any reaction mechanism andwhere C
       n
ctV ab is independent of multiplicity but dependent of mechanism. Both cnab and

ctV ab are independent of the incident momentum.

     Next, we consider the following quantity in order to investigate the

structure of R V (s., t.) for the T- p and pp reactions with multiplicity n = 3
                   Zl              n
and 4;

  '                           1
              enV =2 ).(s,m. , mb ) fdÅë. IR.V (si, t? 12 , (3-6)

The calculated results from Eq.(3-6) are shown in Fig.9 anj sumnarized as follows:

     (i) '3 ND rises steeply from threshold, reaches the rnaximum point and then
            n
           decreases as pL-V(v f 2). on the other hand, 3nDN and 'enDT rÅ}se slowly

           from thresho!d and approach to a constant with increasing energy.
                                                                     *)                       - D-D           Furthermore, un rises slightly faster than DN and 1 or DT . These

           properties are common to T p and pp reactions.

     (ii) As for the ND term of T-p and pp reactions with equal multiplicity,

           we find that the shape of both cross sections (5nND) is simtlar, but

           the magnitude of the maximum point of e ND in T-p reactions is about
                                                 n

*)
Formerly, we proposed a fireball model with double pomeron exchange

to the D-D mechanism in order to analyze inclusive pp reactions in

accelerator energy region and pointed out the increase of the cross

                                           25)due to this mechanism with increasing energy .

 corresponding

the

 section



aii)

(iv)
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9 times larger than the one in pp reactions*).

In n- p reactton, enDT >'5nDN as shown in Fig.g(b). This is due to the

relation spr > s}T, where spT (sTT) is the subenergy of pomeron exchange

part as shown in Fig.8(b) (Fig.8(c)).

The relative magnitude of 'g,nDT to '3nND in rr" p reactions is neariy

equal to that of '6nDN to 'enND in pp reactÅ}ons when the muitipiicity

of both channels is same. This comes from the fact that the subenergy

of pomeron exchange part of both single--diffractive dissociation

                         -"mechantsms, i.e., DT Å}n or p reactions and DN in pp reactions, is same

s in both channels.
 PT
                        Fig. 9

k)
The phase space volume contains the energies of final state particles.

we eonsider the region of qi '-v O, the relative magnitude of the phase

voiume of the final state of T' p +N + (n-1)T to the one of pp + NN +

:"?.1:g.kg,i,lg I.li. ,W..hiih.;lrglY.#foCO:::.[:r.E;e.::'fje,r::g2,2.g.i?:,

  If

space

(n-2)T

.
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s4. The analyses of experimental data by, the modei

     Now, we analyze some experimental data by means of the model discussed above.

                                                                  'Multi--particle production processes are specified by two variables, i.e., the

incident momentum and the final multiplicity. For the present, we pay attention

to the reaction mechanism of exclusive reactions with a fixed multiplicity, say

several, in the energy region from threshold to PL 2 100 GeV/c. Then, it is

                      'assumed that the number of pomeron exchanged in the multi-peripheral chain is

limited to only one, because the contributions from multi-pomeron exchange mechanism

                                     'are considered to be small in the energy region below PL or 100 GeVlc. Furthermore,

the double diffractive dissociation term Dab is assumed to be small compared with

the si.ngle diffractive dissociation terms Da and Db in this energy region*). The

smallness of the contribution from these reaction mechanisms is discussed and
                                                                          '
clarified in s7. Therefore, we consider only three mechanisms (ND, Da and Db)

in the first approximation, when we analyze the following experiment. We are not

concerned with the quantitatively detail discussion of the fitting to the data

but the gross feature and the characteristic role of each mechanism, ND and D.
                   '                      '  h  (1)Partial cross sections

      First, we 4nalyze the partial cross section un for the following reactions
                                                         .t
   in order to investigate the energy dependence of cross seetions and the role

   of the ND and D mechanism in each reactions;

                                  '                                  '                        T-p+T-TOp ,' ' (4-1-a)
                                                '

                        T-pÅÄr-r+T'-p, ' (4-Z-•b)

*)
Experimentally, the

in the LPS analysis

 srnallness

20)
   . Also,

of D    ab

 recent

compared with Da and / or Db is seen

 ISR data show the similar results57).
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                                                                       '
                     T-p ->- T"'Tr+TT'-TOp , ' C4-1-c)
                                                                 '                               '
                     T-tt+TptT+T-T+v-'P , (4-1-d)

                                  '                    pp+ppTO , (4 -1 •-e)
                                             '                            +-                    pp -> ppT as . (4-1•--f)
                                               '

According to the procedure in the previous section, the amplitude for the

above reactions are expressed as follows,;

                     TPT3 = TPT3ND + "PT3DN , (4-2-a)
                          '
                                                           '                     TPT4 = rrPT4ND + TP[r4DN + TPT4DT , (4-2-b)

                     TPTs = nPTsND + TPTsDN , , (4-2-c)

                     rrPT6 = T?T6ND + TPT6DN + TPT6DT , (4-2.d)

                     PPT3 = PPT3ND + PPT3DN + PPT3DN , (4-2-e)

                    PPT4 = PPT4ND + PPT4DN + PPT4DN , (4-2-f)

           'where second and third terms in pp reaetions denote the single diffractive

dissociation amplitude in which pomeron couples to the projectile proton and

the target one, respectively. !n T- p reactions, the DT mechanism is forbidden

from the conservation law of G-parity when the final multiplicity n is odd and

thus we have only two terms, i.e., ND and DN while we have an additional term

D" for the reactions with even multiplieity. We calculate the energy
                                                     '                                                       53),58)dependence of the partial cross sections and fit the data                                                               which are

shown in Fig.10. Experimental data are fitted by using the following relative
                           '
weights among each mechanism:
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                    aND : ct DN : ct Dz .s:2: 1.1 , (4-3-a)
                                     TP                             TP                       TP

                    .ND : ct DN .s: 1.1 tc) . (4-3 -b)
                             PP                       PP
   '              '
These parameters are taken so as to fit a' over all. Also, the normalization
                                        n
         ab .            is deterinined so as to fit the experimental data. The totalfactor C
        n
                                         ab NDnormalization factor of the ND mechanism, C is taken as follows in the
                                            n
case of three and four final multiplici,ty-reactions;

                    rrpc ND . 1.sg Å~ lo2                                         , (4-4-a)                       3 e•
                    "Pc4ND=1.61Å~lo3 , . (4-4-b)

                    PPc3ND=o.g6Å~lo3 , (4-4-c)

                    PPc4ND=Lo2Å~lo4 , . (4-4-d)
                                       '                         '
                    ab ND                          are given in dimensionless unit. The fits arewhere the values of                     C
                      n
shown in Fig.10 and are satisfaetory.
                    '
             .m.-- Fig. 10
   From this analysis the following results can be derived;

                           '     (i) In all reactions, the ND mechanism is dominant in the low energy

           region but it rapidly decreases with increasing energy, while the

           D mechanism (Drr and / or DN) approaehes to a constant and becomes

           dominant at high energies. Namely, the dominant reaction mechanism

           switehes over from the ND mechanism to the D mechanism with increasing

*)
zf

as

rn

of

we assume

discussed

the word

   mo
a :ct pp

 the factorization and relate abc V
                                n
 in g6, we can see Eq.(4-3-b) comes

of coupling constants, the ratio of
                              'ppDN are equally (f2MNN-' g)4M2) : (f2

 to effective couplings

 from Eq.(4-3-a) automatically.

 ct ND : ct Dtt and the one

  rp TP                         '
pNptN gpM2)•
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      energy. Ile call this the switch-over mechanism.
                                             '
(ti-) In Tp reacttons, the D mechantsm gives a ldrger contribution to
                            u
           '      un thap the DN mechanism despite ctTpDN = ctTpDrr. This comes

                                                            DN(s., t.)      mainly from the difference of the structure between R
                                                           nz                                                                    1
      and R DT(s., t.) as discussed in g3. The D part produces the
           nl                    1T      different energy dependence between u3 and u4 Å}n the T'p reactions.

       ' (iii)Let us consider the contribution to the inelastic total cross

      seetion from each channels. If we neglect the partial cross sections

      with large multiplicities, the following cross sections. can be

      estimated for T p reactions;

                                                              '             ND ND                           ND ND                                         mo           aT rU3 +a4 +as +U6 , (4-5-a)
           uTD cr u3DN + o4DN + asDN + u6DN + cr4DT + a6DT , (4-s--b)

     where u ND and oD denote the total contribution from the ND and

             TT.     D mechanism, respecttvely. The energy dependence of uTND and oTD

                             mo      i.s shown in Fig.11. o                                shows a slowly decreasing behaviour with                            T
                      D                        tncreases slowly with energy. Therefore, the      energy, while u
                     T
                                               '                 '      switch-over mechanism is seen in this case, too. Though only these
                  '      cross sections do not saturate the inelastic total cross section,

      it is meaningful to egleulate the ratio oTD / uTND , which turns

      out " 'l}' at pL " 16 Gev/c in our case. uehara59) estimated this

                1     ratio as =7 at such an energy, which is not inconsistent with our

     result. Aiso, Quigg and Taekson60) estimated this ratio as = il .

                           <Fig. 11
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      (iv) We estimate in T p reactions the contributiEon of D type in q
                                                              'n
           at a fixed s. At three incident momenta, this is presented in

           Fig.12. At small multiplicities the ratio becomes large as the

           energy increases but at large multiplicities the ratio is small.

                                Fig. 12

(2)!InMg!lEm!!--!gggE--ER9E21iXanvarlantmass t

    The invariant mass spectra of exclusive reactions in T-p collisions

are studied here. Since each reaction mechanism exhibits a characteristic

distribution in the invariant mass spectra, we can also check the component

of the reaction amplitudes. As there are no data of the invariant mass

spectra for the reaction considered in (1), we use the one with fixed

pion number in the process T- p -+ Tf- (mrr + N)+ for m = 1, 2, 3 and 461), where

Tf isaleading particle. .
    Experimental data given in the dashed lines in Fig.13 show the following

features :

      (i) For m = 1, there is a large enhancernent for 1.2 GeV < M(TN) < 1.7 GeV

          and a low and nearly flat tail for M(rN) > 2 GeV.

     (ii) For m= 2, there is a small and broad enhancement around 1.6 GeV,

          a flat plateau for 2 GeV < M(2TM) < 3 GeV and a linear rising for

                                                                       '          M(2nN) > 3 GeV.

     ("i)For m= 3, there is a linear rising for M(3TN) <2 GeV and a flgt

          plateau for M(3TN) >2 GeV. .

     (iv) For m = 4, there is an only linear rising for M(4TM) > 2 GeV.

                               Fig. 13
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    The process Tnyp + ff'f (mT + N)+ in thLs experimen.t contains various

channels with one nucleon and m pions and is not same to the reactions .
                       ttconsidered in Eqs. (4-1:a) N (4-1-d). Tlterefore the norrnattzation factor c ab
                                                                         n
which is determined from the analysis of the partial cross sections in (1)

can not be taken for the analysis of invariant mass spectra in this subsections

However, since we are not concerned with the quantitatively detailed discussion

of the data fitting but the characteristic role of each mechanism, ND and D,
                                                '
in the invariant mass distributions, we assume that the experimental data in
                                      re•
Fig.13 come from effectively the same reaction as considered in Eqs.(4--1--a) "-

                                                                          '(4-1-d) and put the effect of this assumption on the normalization factor

of each reaction. rn the ana!ysis of the invariant mass distributions, this

                                                      '                                                                  abnormalization factor contains some constant factor multiplying on C                                                                     which
                                                                 n
is determind from the analysis in (1) and we take this constant factor commonly

for reactions with different value of m. As for the ratio of the relative

weight among different reaction mechanisms,- we take Eq.(4-3-a).

    We calculate the following quantity:

                                 '
                    du (s) du ND(s) da D(s)
                      nn             . -Eiti(iFfiSmrrN"dM(ci'•c.)+'Eili/IE;-i:-El;5'ci•.c). (4-6)

                                                   'where M(c2"''cn) = (i2t2 gi)IL . First, we consider the features of each

                    '
mechanism in the invariant masis spectra. As the typical examples shown in

Fig.i4 make clear, the results are summarized as follows:

      (t) The invariant mass spectrum of the ND mechanism shows the following

                                                                            '           features : !n the energy region near threshold, it shows a sharp

           peak, and the shape of it crumhles through a dumpling-type to a

           thin board-type with increasing energy. '
                                                   '
      (ii) In the case of the DN mechanism, there is an enhancement near low

           kinematic boundary, and it becomes bigger with energy. But the

.
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          peak positton of it does not change largely.. This bump corresponds

                                      *          to the sb-called cluster of N .

     (iii)In the case of the D mechanism, there is an enhancement near upper

                             or •          kinematic boundary and it also becomes bigger with energy. The peak

          position of this enhancement moves to the side of large invariant

          mass as the upper kinematic boundary increases.

     (iv) There features are seen commonly for all multiplicity.

                               Fig. 14
                                      v
    Now, we analyze the experimental data at PL = 16 GeV!c. We take the value

of Eq.(4-3-a) for the relative weights ct ND, or DN and ct DT. The results •
                                       TP                                             TP                                                       TP
                                                              *)calculated from our model are shown by the solid lines in Fig.13                                                                 and give a
                                                                   '                                                      '
good agreement with data except for the case of m = 3 and are summarized as

follows:

   (i)' For m = 1, a3ND N u3DN. The ND mechanism in the reaction with three

          body final state has a thin board-type spectrum in the invariant mass

          distribution and the D mechanism has a large enhancement near

         M(rN) -- 1.4 GeV, respectiLvely as shown in Fig. I4. Therefore, the

          large enhancement from 1.2 GeV to 1.7 GeV is explained by the D

         meehanism and the f!at tail by the ND one.' '
          For m= 2, o4ND = u4DT > u4DN. The ND mechanism has a dumpling-type   (ii)'

          spectrum at this energy. A nearly flat plateau for 2 GeV < M(2TM) <

          is explained by this mechanism. The DN mechanism produces a smail

          enhancement near about 1.6 GeV and the D one a large enhancement
                                                r
          at the large invariant mass region near about 4.5 GeV.

3 GeV

*)
Here we fix the

  1 event

 normalization factor as foZlows;

1 1 bin = 1.3 Å~ 10-6 mb/GeV
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   <tii)' For m = 3, asND > usCtsie In this case, the p.redicted value in our

                                                '
         model is too large compared wi.th. the experirnental data. Sinee the

         discrepancy with the data is seen only in this case, we consider
         that this experimental data of T-p - T-'f(3TN)+ may be wrongrk).

                      ND D   (iv) Form= 4, cr6 > a6T> u•6DN. The invariant mass distribution is

         explained mainly by the ND mechanism at this energy.

     rt ts concluded that at PL = 16 GeVlc, reactions with small multiplicity

 are specified mainly by the D mechanism and those with large multiplicity

by the ND mechanism, respectively. This result comes from the fact that the

 threshold energy of reactions with large multiplicity is high compared with

 that of reactions with small multiplicity. The threshold energy is very

 important in analyzing the data of exclusive reactions at a fixed energy.

(3),Fs!!}!g-:!2s!g!EItg!z!!.o -rwardbkda t

    In this subsection, we investigate the connection of the forward-backward

 (F-B) asymmetry with the reaction mechanism.

    We consider the following process:

                                                           '                     '              a+ be cl + e2 + •'' + ci + ci+1 +''' + cn, (4-7)
                      .-uy---' M--y---" '                              nn                               +• "•                                                                   '

where n+ and n- denote the number of particles going to the forward and

backward direction with respect to the particle a in C. M. S., respectively.

                                                        '                                                      ttThe total number (n) of secondary particles is'n+ + n . If we express the
cross section of the above process by an(n+' n-), we- have the following

*)
Aiso

from

are

, the fact that the shape of

 the case of m = 2 and m = 4

doubtful.

this experimental
                 .
suggests that' this

data are quite

 experimental

 different

data
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relation:

                  u.=ll.iE.ii ofin+' n-) , c4-s)

The F-B asymetry in collision is characterized by the structure of u' n(n+' n-).

Also, we consider the,following asyrnmetry parameter

                 'An :' :illAnU.("+' "-?/u. , (4-g)
                       +

where An i n+-n- =2 (n+ -g).

    The experimental data62) of u (n+' tt--) are shown in Fig.ls. It is noted

                                n
                                                                'that on(n+' n-) of the reaction T"- p + T-T+T-T+r- p has a peak at ni3 (An = O)

and its value increases and then decreases with the incident momentum from

PL=5 GeV/c to 16 GeVlc, while at both side, i.e., at IAnl = .4, it increases

                                              (n                                                  n)                                               +, -                                                       shows the V-typemonotonically. In the case of pp reactions, u
                                             n
shape at 28.5 GeV!c and the production of particles in collision is strongly

asymmetric. .. .
    '       '                               Fig. I5

    In order to understand these experimental features, we consider the connection

of this cross section on(n+' n-) to the reaction mechanism discussed above.

             'We show the model calculation of o (n+' n-) for the reaction T- p + T- i+ r' p at
                                 n
16 GeVlc and 64 GeVlc in Fig.16. Here, we used the model formulated in k3 and

the relative weight of Eq.(4-3-a) among each mechanism. The calculated results

show the following properties: The ND mechanism has a peak around IAn] s O,

                           'which the D' mechanism (DT and / or DN) has a peak at IAnl = 2, and a peak at

 IAnl = O decreases with energy but the one at IAnl = 2 increases. since

these characteristic properties by each mechanism (ND and D) can be considered

to be seen generally in the reaction$ with any multiplicity, we can interpret

the data of rre p -+ r- T+T`' :+ rr- p at 5, 11 and 16 GeV/c as follows: Namely, the
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engrgy dependence of the peak at An = O is specified .by the ND mechanism whose

cross seetion increases and then decreases with the ineident momentum from

PL = 5 GeVlc to 16 GeVlc as shown in Fig.10 (d), while the increasing behaviour

of an(n+' n-) at both sides is explained by the D mechanism (DT and DN) whose

cross seetion inereases monotonically in this region. If the energy goes up

further, the cross sectiQn of ND rapidly decreases and the one of D rises

                                    (n+, n..) of T-p + rr-T+T-'sc+T-p will change
slowly, and therefore the shape of cr
                                   n
into the V-type distribution, just as seen in Fig.16. Vle wish the experimental

test about this point. For pp collisions, un(n+' n-) exhibits the. V--type

distribution as shown in Fig.15 (b) and thLs means that the D mechanism dominates

even at PL = 28 GeV/c. The problem why the ratio of the eontribution of D to

that of ND is large in the case of pp reactions compared with the case of Tp

reactions is an open guestion and will be investigated elsewhere. .

                               Fig. 16

    Also, we can estimate the value of the F-B asymmetry parameter for each

reaction mechanism Åírom on(n+' n-). In rrp collisions we have

                       '                        A (ND> .- small ,
                        n
                                                                 '

                       'A (D)d-+large , ' (4-10)
                        n rr
                                                                       '
                       'A'. (DN) •N - lar ge .

 . The asymmetry parameter is connected with the longitudinal distribution

as follows;

                               du do                 'A".'uT = i. (fS d.2. dxi. - f9i d."i dxi) , (4-n)
tt

      dG        n denotes the single-particle distribution of the i-th particle in thewhere
      dxn-particle production and xi is the Feynman variable, i.e., xi E 2qtsi/ts.
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The calculated xtdi-stributioa of T' p -> T-'rr+TP p at 27. GeV!c is shown in Flg.17*).

                                                      /                                Fig. 17
    As discussed above, the quantityu (n+' n-) and T                                                      are good parameters to
                                     nn
make clear what the dominant mechanism is and We eXPeCt th)f}tEt)g iltheqsentitieS are

 systematically analyzed experimentally.

(4)itllyg:Rgxs.iLfilLg-.EUE!i21bu!Elg!!woartidtbt

                                                                        '
    Finally, we analyze two-particle distributions in our model. As an example ,

                          - -+-we consider the reaction T p " T T T p and calculate the longitudenal distribution
-gd{ftaE;xOt2dx3 by using the relative weightof Eq.(4-3-a), where x2 and x3 denote the

                                                                 'Feynman variables of the centrally produced pions on each reaction mechanism.

The results are shown in Fig.18 which seem to be consistent with the analysis

                                                20)of the LPS plots for 4-body reaetions at 16 GeV/c , and summarized as follows:

   ") The contribution from each reaction mechanism to each division, i.e.,

          [A], [B], [C] and [D] which are shown in Fig.18 (a) representatively,

         are as follows:

                  ND : [D] > [Al > [Cl > [B] ,

                  Btt : [A] >> [B], [D], [C] ,

                  DN : [C]b [B], [D], [A] .

         Namely, Drc and DN seem to produce just as a cluster, while ND spreads

*)
From the result of

reaction mechanism

     .     -:A:k>::=-(ND).-e+

      a4ND

 Ftg.Z7, we can roughLy estinate the value of 7Y for each
                                             R
 as follows;

                                '       -       A4(DT) tN• + 2, .!tl4.Sl2!!2.(DN) ."' rles .
small,
      -e•zER-.                         cr4DN
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         out all divi-sions.

   (ii) The energy dependence is as follows: Namely, ND decreases rapidly

         in all divisions, whiLe Du and DN increase gradually in the divisions

         [Al and [C], respectively.
on the contrary to van Hove and hisF 'ie9oilgaborator's insistence20), it seems to

be incorrect to conclude that the D mechanism is complete!y separated from the

ND mechanism at 16 GeVlc, as shown in Fig.18. As the energy goes up, the

contribution of ND rapidly decreases and two peaks are produced by DN and DT.

These circumstances are seen at 64 GeV!c as shown in Fig.18. The energy dependence
     '                                           .of the contribution from each mechanism is given at lx2i = ix31 = O.05 in

each division and shown in Fig.19. Since the relative ratio of D to ND is larger

in the divisions [A] and [C] than in the ones [B] and [D], the energy dependence

                                Fige 19

is weaker in the former than in the latter. This tendency is supported in the

experiJnental data of pp . ppT+T- as ' shown in Fig.2o63).

                                Fig. 20 ----.--
                      d2u4 -N
    The exponent N inraE:2U3E:-3 ct PL                                   for the dependence of two particle distribution

on the incident momentum between 16 GeV/c and 64 GeV!c is shown in Fig.21.

This result is in qualitatively agreement with the experiment of T+ p -, T+T- T+p in

the region between s Gev/c and 16 Gev/c64). The ununiform pattern in Fig.21 is

due to the correlation of each mechanism.

                                Fig. 21

    rn conclusion, the results of above analyses show that in exclusive reactions

there are two different reaction mechanisms, i.e., the non-diffractive (ND)
               '
mechanism and the diffractive (D) one, and the dominant reaction mechanism

switehes over from ND to D with increasing energy. Our model is good in order

to grossly understand these characteristic property of exclusive reactions.
                                                                          '                                                     '
The structure of the switch-over mechanism is explored in the following sections.
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g5. The gross structure of exclusive reaction$

     As understood from the analyses of the previous section, it has been clarified

that the dominant reaction mechanism of exclusive reactions switehes over from ND

to D with increasing energy. This switeh-over mechanism determine the gross structure

of exclusive reactions. As shown in Fig. 10, the curve of u (s) versus s with
                                                          n
fixed multiplicity n is divided into the following three characteristic regions:

         Region(Z) : The corresponding energy region is from threshold to the

                      point slightly beyond the energy corresponding to the

                      maximurn point of o (s). In this region, ND dominates;
                                        n
                        ND D                      a >u.                       nn
         Region(II) : Here, u (s) is attributed to both ND and D with a comparable
                             n
                               NDD                      order; u .v u .
                              nn
         Region(III): The high energy region where un(s) comes mainly from D;

                        D ND                      o >u .                       nn
We sketch such a feature in Fig.22 on the multiplicity-momentum plane. The

regions (1), (II) and (IIX) construct a band scheme. In the same band region, the

structure of the reaction mechanism for different channels is Same. rf we fix

the multiplieity. n and increase the incident momentum, the dominant reaction mechanism

changes from ND into D. Also, if we fix the incident mbmentum and increase the

multiplicity, the dominant reaction mechanism changes from D to ND as shown in

                                                                             7)Fig.22, These circumstances are quite different with the case of the crA model .

                                  Fig. 22
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    We discuss the importance of this viewpoint. As shoym in the analysis of s2

                                         21)and as investigated by Yap Sue-Pin et al., the empirical formula Eq.(2-8), i.e.,

pnMaX' = AnB, which is discovered by Hansen et al.,18) can be explained qualitatively

by the universal t.-cut mechanism. This fact is understood as follows: The
                  z
maximum point of un(s) belongs to the region (I) and therefore the main part of

u (s) comes from the ND term, Å}.e., the universal t.-cut mechanism for the present

                                              55)case. Also, our analysis of the rank structure                                                  of exclusive reactions by the

universal ti-cut mechanism is supported since we were concerned with Region (1),

in Ref. 55).

   '    A change of the tnvariant mass distribution with energy is also specified by
 '

the regions (I), (II) and (III). VJhen we fix the momenturn at PL = 16 GeVlc and

changethemuitipiicity,wehaveaireadyobtainedth 9:olgirfeSFUIfi.i giE.g`eS}l:eTFftl?IILIi;Å}\lll!}li9i3. TheseiresuitstOOd

as follows: The reaction of n =3 belongs to Region (rll) at this energy and

therefore DN contributes mainly to the invariant mass distribution. The reaction

of n=4 belongs to Region(II) and therefore ]Sn) and D(=DT+DN) contribute comparabiy•

The reactionsof n=5 and n=6 belong to Region(I) and therefore ND contributes mainly.

    FurtherA.more we are concerned with the energy dependence of the invariant mass

distribution with a fixed multiplicity. As an example, we take the process

rt- ptrr- (2rN)+. At PL = 16GeV/c which belongs to Region(II) in the present case,

  ND D              D04 "U4 T > a4 N , but at PL = 64GeV/c which belongs to Region(I!r),

  DD                mo                   . Therefore a clear enhancement at small invariant massa4 rr > a4 N> U4

region which comes from DN, appears as shown in Fig.23. We wish to await the

                                                   65)expertmental test about this point. Recent NAL data at 205GeV/c seems to support

this tendency.

At low energies near threshold which belong to Region (1), it is expected that the

invariant mass distrtbution is governed mainly by ND.

                                  Fig. 23
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                                                                    '
           '    Recently, vehara59) pointed out that in the reaction. rr-p '+ rr+'- C4TN)+ at

PL = 16 GeVlc, the linear rising distrtbutions of M(4rrN) ) 2 GeV eomes from

                       *Tl: p channel, where T, s means a diffract [Lvely produced dissociated pion system

containimg five pions. At this energy, however, the main part of this linear

rising is caused by the ND mechanism as discussed above. HamT66), also, analyzed

the same data from the viewpoint of the monistic D mechanism. His analysis seems

to be faced with the difficulty in explaining the energy dependence of the partial

cross sections and further, the prediction of its model for the invariant mass

                                                       +distribution is in disagreement with the data of (2TN) . It seems to be difficult

to fit the various data by theDmeehanism only. . .
   . Furthermore, the forward-backward asymmetry and the tvgo particle distribution

analyzed in the previous section seem to indicate the importance of the" band scheme.

The experinental data un(n+' n-) of T- p + rr-T+T-T+T- p at 5, 11 and 16 GeVlc

which are shown in Fig.15, are interpreted as .Follows: Since the momentum region

PL = 5 "' 16 GeV/c belongs to Region (r) in the present case, an(n+' n--) is .

dominanted by ND and tts shape is A-type distribution. However, if the momentum

increases and enters into Region (II) and furthermore into Region (IIr), the shape
of un(n+' n-) will change from A-type into V-type gradually with increasing energy.

Mso, the two-particle distribution spreads out al1 divisions on X.-X. plane in
                                                                   IJ
the Region (Z) but will come to be separated into a few divisioRs with increasing

                                                     'energy as shown in Fig. 18. . ,

    As discussed above, the viewpoint of the band scheme is very powerful to

understand the gross structure of exclusive reactions. Though we have considered

the reactions with several multiplieity and in the region PL `.": 100 GeVlc, the problem

whether for the reaetions with very large multiplicity and in the very high energies,

the band sheme exist or not is still an open question. This problem will be ''

investigated elsewhere. '
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g6. The structure of effective coupling constants

     Until now, we have analyzed some expertmental data of; excluxive reactions

and investigated the role oÅí the ND and D mechanism in hadron•-hadron collisions

based on a simpiified multi-Regge model formulated in g3. Then we have assumed

that the non-diffractive mechanism (ND) and the single diffractive dissociation

one (Da and 1 or Db) are rnain terms and the double diffractive dissociatiation

one (Dab) and other multi-pomeron exchange one CD--D, Da-D,..') are negligible

for reactions with small multiplicity, say several, in the region from threshold

to PL = IOO GeVlc. However, it has not been clear why the contributions of Dab,
                                                                      '
D-D and Da-D, etc. are small. In this section, we investtgate the structure of

effective couplings in the muZti-peripheral chain, above all the inner couplings

in order to obtain a clue to solve these problem. The smallness of these terms

is discussed in the next section.
                                                                                   '                                                     ab v     Now, the magnitude of the normalization factor                                                           is related to the problem                                                       c
                                                       n
what reaction mechanismyis dominant. However. it is difficult to estimate the
                                                                                 '
normalization factors of the other reaction mechanisms except for the ND, D and
                                                                            a
Db mechanism from the prensent experimental data as discussed in g4. However,

since abc V is connected with the effective couplings in the multi-peripheral chain
         n
                 '
whose magnitudes are able to be estirnated using trte result of the above analyses
                                  '                                                                       ab vas seen in the present section below, we investigate the structure of                                                                             by                                                                         c
                                                                          n
means of rewriting it by the effective couplings.
                                                                          tt
     We assume the factorization and deÅíine the effective couplings as follows;
                                                       '
            '                    abc.V=f2. (ni:i g2i) f2b , ' (6-i)
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where fa and fb are the outer coupling constants and gi ls the inner coupling
        rk)
          . In ip and pp reactions, there exist four outer couplings (fpN-N-,constant

fly[NN, fpTT and fMrm) and two inner couplings (klMM and gpM) .which are defined in

Fig.24. The adjacent pomeron coupling gpp defined in Fig.24 Cg) is not kinematical

forCbidden. However, this coupling is dynamically forbidden by the conservation

of G--parity and therefore, it is assumed that g2 pp nt O, for the present. In S8,

the possibility of non-vanishing g2 pp will be discussed. The values of these

coupling constants are effective ones because we ngglect isospin factor and the

permutation factor (1/n!) of same species of particies in the final states. We

estimate these values using the results of analyses in g4 and the exp' erimental
data of pp total cross section oTPP and pp eiastic forward peak ddateiPP l t.o67).

             '                                  Fig. 24
     First, we consider fplsiii. The experimental data of oTPP and -ggtSil 1:elPP l t.o

are approximately as follows;

                       uTPP=4o mb , (6-2)

                     {tl{g12!{ P1t.orloo mb/(Gev/c)2 . (6-3)

We here assume pomeron dominance in pp elastic reaction at high energies and

parametrize as follows;

                       UT tt li BpN•N- (O .) BpN-N CO) (ag) "p , (6 -4)

                       c`iiCi,thP2P N- :irzll:'26.. IBpbtsi(t)BpNiii(t)gp(t)l2(ii}E;ictP , (6Ls)

where BpNfi(t) = fpNNebt , gp(t) denotes the signature factor and so = 1 (Gev; .

                                                                      'Then, we have

                      f;NN= 107•8 • (6-6)
                      2    Next, we estimate gMM . From Eq.(6-1), we have

                     ab                         ND 22 22                       C4 fagMMgM]![fb 2
                     abc3ND=fZgiiMfg =g)EM . (6-•7)

*)
These couplings are
scaling parameter C o

all defined in
 into the phase

          '
dimensionless,
 space factor

 since we introduced the
as Eq.(2-5).
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                                   .t
We get from Eqs.(4-4-a) and (4--4-b)

                                 2                                gMbl2 10 • (6 -s)
This value may be also estimated from Eqs.C4-4-c) and (4-4-d) , and the same result

                     'is obtained. '
    Further, using the value of TPc3ND , PPc3ND and gfu , we have

                                               '
                            fim. = .PPc3ND 1 gfu = g.8 , (6 -9)

                            ft2ha,,s "Pc3ND / (gjilMffu-N-) nt 1.63 . ' (6-10)

                          22    Thirdly, we consider fpaT and gpM . We define the following parameters,

                           222                       2 gpM 2 fprm 2 fpNii '
                     a=T , b= 2 , c= 2 , (6-11)
                           gMM fMTT flniN
Then, since in the case of same n but different v we have generally

              ' abv abv v '                           c c .ct                                                ct
           • ab v'= ab v' --' vr , (6-12)
                           c c .ct                                                ct                • n n ab ab
the following relations are obtained for n'- p reactions, if we replaee the leftest
                                                                         'side of Eq.(6-12) by the effective couplings using Eq.(6-1);

                 . -k'il)siiPN•DN=iil: ii .il "a:'ii:'72b • '(6-'i3'aj

                              '
                      . ND f2]y[btii g2iyt].![

                      arr- -1                      ctrrpDrr-f2pN-N g2pM-'a::!::E-C ' (6-13-b)

                      'ili'illlli.N--ii:ii2illNiNi.'1.-=gc2 ' '' (6ri3-c)

From Eqs.(6-6), (6-9) and the last equation of Eq.(6--11), we have c2 = U.O

                            'Using Eq.(6'-13-b) and the result of Eq.(4-3-a), i.e., ct ND : ct DN : ct DT .
                                                        TP                                                                rrP                                                                        TP
8 : 2 : i.1, we have a2 = O.O13 and thns, together with the first equation of
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Eq. (6 -11) and g 21ylM = 10, we ob ta in

                         g2pM=O•13 • (6-14)

Furthermore, from Eq.(6-13-a), Eq.C4-3-a) and a2 = O.O13, we have b2 = 20.0.

Therefore, from the second equation of Eq.(6-11) and Eq.C6--10), we have

                         f2 r32.6 C6-15)                           PITT
                                             '
     These results are collected in Table 2. The above results are exhibited in

the first columm of Table 2. The coupling constants defined as
                                                                   '   '                                              2                                            g•                   'gV2i= fgi2 e2aiti dti cr 2.i. , (6'-16)
                                              z

which we call the " t.-cut " coupling constants, are given in the second column.
                     i
                                                 26),*)Also, the couplings estimated by Chew and Pignotti                                                       are shown in the last

coZum for comparison.

                                  Table 2

     The characteristic properties of these values are summarized as follows:

  (1) g2MM is approximately related to the coefficient of ln(s) term in the

        averaged multiplicity as follows;
                '
                 '                   <n> st E2bciyi in(ÅÄge) + conste ,.

        where <n> = <nr+> + <nrr-.> + <nTo>. Recent experiment is <n> = 2.26

        ln(s)-3.o468) and thus, our estimation is not inconsistent with it.

                                                '  (2) The ratio fpwts ! fpTT is about 1.8. This value is near to 3!2 which is

                                                 wn                                                       TN                                                    / aT . This fact means        estimated from the experimental data of ur

*)
    The couplings estimated by                                -cut effect.Chew and Pignotti eontain the t                              i
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(4)
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that the outer pomeron coupling estimated from exclusive cross section is

nearly same to the one estimated from inclusive cross section and thus,

the channel effect is not so important on the contrary to the case of the

outer meson coupling as discussed in (4) below.

There is a hierarchy between the inner couplings g2 Mbl and g2 pM as g2MM >> g2
pM,

which is not inconsistent with the chew-pignotti's result26) and also

Giovannini's estimation69)'*). This result is very attractive though the

reason of this herarchy is as yet unsolved.

The value of fMTT and f)cNsi are smaller than that of fpTT and fpN-N-, respectively.

This result is opposite to the Chew-Pignotti's parameters as shown in the

last column of Table 2. The magnitude of their parpmeters is estlmated

from the charged prong cross section whtch is an inclusive quantity, while

the values of our parameters are estimated from the partial cross section

which is an exclusive quantity. In our model we must consider the channel

effect in order to analyse the inclusive quantity. As an example, we

consider the world of pions and nucleons only. In T p reaction with three

final particles, in addition to the reaction T"- p + T- TOp, the channels of

rr- p + T- T+n and T- p -. TOTQn also contrU)ute to the T- p total cross section.

                                                                      '
The reaction mechanism of these channels are mainly ND. rn general, the

total cross sectton has large ND component which comes from the $urnmation

of the ND component of various channels with any multiplicity, while the

number of channels which have the D component are limited because of the

                                                    '
constraint of the conservation of quantum number, for example isospin and

C-parity, at the vertex coupled to pomeron. The outer meson coupling is

connected to ND, while the outer pomeron coupling is contained in D. Therefore,

the outer meson coupling estimated from inclusive cross section contains

the effect of these surnmation of channels and becomes larger than the one

estimated directly from exclusive reaction, for example T- p +T' TOp. Thus,

*) The smallness of g2                         has been
                      PM
Gtovannini pointed out the similar

distribution from Poisson form.

emphasized by Chew and

 result by discussing

 Pignotti, firstly. Also,

the deviation of multiplicity
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         roughLy speaking, the Chew- Pignotti's parameters and our couplings may

        not be inconsistent with each other.

S7. The swich-over mechanism of the dominant reaction mechanism

    rn this seetion, we consider the results from the previous analyses of the effective

couplings. .
     We consider the reaction of ab + ab + (n-2)T with fixed multiplicity. The

partial cross sections from each reaction mechanism, i.e., ND, Da, Db, Dab, D-D

and Da-D, etc. are given by multiplying the following normaZtzation factors to

'E;nV specified by RnV (si, ti) discussed in g3;

               "bc.ND = f2Mas f2MbB [ g2MM ]""2 , (7 -1)

               abc.Da = f2M.s f2pb-b [ g2MM ]"-3 [g2pM ] , '(7-2)

               abc.Db = f2p... f2]yfi,is [ g2Mbi ]"-3 [g2pM] , (7-3)

               abc.Dab = f2pt.E f2Mbis [ g2MM ]"in4 [ g2pM ]2 , (7-4)

               abc.D'-D = f2p.s f2pb-b- [ g2MM ]"-4 [ g2pM ]2 , (7-5)

               abc.Da'-D = f2M.s f2pb-b [ g2MM ]""5 [ g2pM]3 , (7-6)

                                      -e----e

                              ab v                                Cn has a hierarchy beeause of the smallness of     The normalization factor

g2pM. As shown in Eqs.(7-4) and (7-5), both Dab and D-D mechanism are the order

of g`F pM while Da and Db are the order of g2 pM. rf we notice the smallness of

g2pM, we can understand the problem why the contribution of Dab and D-D etc. are

small and negligtble at low energies compared to ND, Da and Db. However, the

behaviour of the cross section of each mechanism at high energies is specified by
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                                            'the structure of R V (s., t.) as investigated in S3. Thus, we can not conclude
                      l-                  n
                                                        .
that the contribution. of Dab and D-D etc. are small at high energies.

                    . :.     The hierarchy of the inner couplings as g2MM>> g2pM specifies the structure

of abcV and leads to the switch-over mechanism of the dominant reaction mechanism
       n
                ab v                           "vwhen we combine                  Cn with an . For example, if we use the effective couplings

                                                                     +-given in Table 2 and calculate the partial cross section of pp + pprr rr , we have

the result as shown in Fig.25, in which the switch-over mechanism appears wich

increasing energy as follows;

                       ND ÅÄ D + D-•D -,F . • .                             N

  The contribution from the DNN meehanism is very small because of the smallness

of f]hlsiia compared with fpNii.

                                   Fig. 25

                                                  '     The terms of the multi-pomeron exchange are suppressed by the smailness of

g2pM near the threshold energy, but enhanced by the structure of RnV(si, ti) with

increasing energy. Thus, it may be considered that the contribution from the

terms of the multi-pomeron exchange becomes larger with increasing energy. This

produces the switch-over mechanism.

                                                                       '                         '    These circumbtances are also understood from the sirnple model calculation in

the high energy limit approximatton as discussed in Appendix(A). Namely, for the

reaction ab + ab + nT, when ctM = O and ctp = 1, we obtain the following partial
                                   '
eross sections in the high energy 1imit,

          a.NDF'fr2M.E.`fr2Mb7is.[g2MM]n.(i#!S)".s-2 , (7->-..)

          g".]:•l'["'.i.:I','ij,ll;pXb-,'E2xxlrillii,glyyX;n,-.2(i-i,,.•`L'!i!g;2'it:Å}";'"i],:,7:,7:b.;

          g::2]lSii;;g.llF'2;;,?l,bI[E,gi:]".li1[/gi;:l2.il[il':.`.ili/i:illl•ii};.l[i•lll$:llsl.ll-I]:[I'-bl]1]
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                                                                             '                                                         n2Thus, the partial cross section of ND decreases as (!n s) ls at high energies,

while Da, Db, and Dab.increases and approach constants with increasing energy.

D-D increases as ln s at high energies. These features produce the switch- over

mechanism.

    The structure of exclusive reactions having the above features, we next consider

the total cross section. The total cross section (oT) is given as follows;

                                        '
                               ND D                                        , (7-8)                    a ro +o +g                          el                     T

             ND DWhere oel , u , u denote the elastic, non-diffractive and diffractive cross

                                                                  26)section, respectively. Using the discussions by Chew and Pignotti ', the energy

dependence of each eross section is given at high energies as foliows;

                                     2ct                                        -2                    ael "-X-.v' SP , (7-9-a)
                     . s+large
                                                                '                                           N2                    oND Iit:;;iFE6arge s2ctM-'2+g.MM , (7-9-'b)

                                                       '                    eD '-g:.;taiF;lz;'i..g. sdp+"M+:'g'2MM-2+"g'2pM , (i-g-.)

where ' g'2 Mbc and ' g'2 pM contain the ti-cut effect and correspond to g2 M and g2p of

chew-pignotti modei26), respectiveiy. if we assume the asynptotic constancy of

the total cross section and elastic cross seetion, we have the following equations;
                                                    '

                    2ctp-2 orO, (7-lo-a)
                                   '
                        '                          -2                               =-e , ' (7-10-b)                    2ct]yt-b2+g MM 2

                                  .- 2                          1•-2                    ctp+ctM+Eg ]![M-2+g pM=O ,• (7-lo-c)

where e > O *).

*) When e = e , we

Then, the inelastic

only. Therafore, e

               ,-- 2     •- 2
haVe g pM st O , g' MM = 2(1-ctM) and ctp = 1 as discussed

 cross section is composed of the non-diffractive cross

io.

in Ref.26).

     . sectlon
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Then we get the following solutions;

                                       '                      ctp =1 , (7-11--a)
                          '                      t-2                       gMM=2(1-'ctM)-2e , (7-n-b)

                      'l;2pM=e ` - (7•-n-c)'
                                                  '                                       'The asymptotic constancy of oT is due to the cross section of the D mechanisin.

Thus, we may conclude that the dominant cross section in uinel switchs over slowly

      ND Dfrom o         to u with increasing energy similar to the structure of u as shown in
                                                                 n
                                                              ND .D.Fig.26. In fact, a dent which comes from the switch-over from u to u is
                          +                         KP and cr PP. 'experimentally found in a                        TT
                                    Ftg.26

    Such structure of an and uT suggests a perturbative picture in powers of pomeron

couplings g2 pM for the structure of htgh energy hadron-hadron interaction.

                                                         '

S8. The perturbative structure of reaction mechanism in hadron-hadron collision

    As discussed in the previous section, the hierarchy among the inner couplings
(g2MM >> g2pM) and the switch-over mechanism lead us to the perturbative picture

                                                                    'in powers of the pomeron coupling for the structure of r.eaction mechanisms of multi-

particle production processes. The production amplitude is given by the perturbative
                                                                    .L
expansion in powers of the pomeron coupling. In this picture, the Born term is

represented by the ND mechanism and the single diffractive mechanism is the first

order term. The double diffractive.dissoeiation mechanism and the double diffraction

one are the second term. The so--called two component model is the first orddr

approximation in this picture, It is noted that this expansion is formulated not

in powers of the number of the pomeron exchanged in a multi-peripheral ehain but in
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powers of the pomeron coup!ing as will be. discussed below.ft) If we identify the

dynamibal mode of hadron-hadron interacticn whicrt is specified by the ND mechanism,

to the fireball which is observed in cosmic-ray experiments, this expansion gives us

the multi--fireball expansion similar to the models discussed by Chew70) and also

Royzen et al.71) . At a given energy only a finite number of firebans is kinemati-

cally possible. We formulate a new integral equation for production amplitudes

                                                                   72)based on the modification of the Chew-Goldberger-Low(CGL) equation                                                                       and Bethe-

salpeter(Bs) equation71) .

(1) A new integral equation for production amplitudes

   . Zn this section, we formulate the integral equation for production amplitudes

based on the perturbative picture discussed above.
                                                          '
    First, let us consider the ND mechanism of particle a - particle b scattering,

pomeron-particle b one and pomeron-pomeron one based on a mu!ti-Regge model. From
the cGL equation72), we have

   AOab(s) = fd4q.6+(q2a-m2.)G21haR2]ytb(s') ,.                                                                         (8-1-a)

  NBOb(s){(i:i fd4q16+(q21-m21)g2p]ylR2Mb(s') , , (s-1-b).

        Mb(s') = G2"th + fd4q26+(q22-in22)g2Mb(R2ivrb(s"> ,

          ttand
                                                                  '    '
  liO(s)g2pM=fd4q16+(q21--m21)g2p)F2N(s"') , ' (s-1-c)
                                             '    '                       '                                                  '                                                             '        N(s"') = g2pis( + fd4q26+(q22-m22)g2rf2N(s"") ,

*)Recently, a similar picture for pomeron is discussed by Bishari, Chew and Koplik

and Fraser, snider and Tan, independently.45) rn this picture, two-component model

gleMgl;ei'r-P.atigibCyler:pr.O::.CdtipO.nmei.SoXa.k.e:haa.Sge".firS.taPPrOxirnatio"andhighercorrections
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                      the analogy of the BS equation discussed by Royzen et al.

We have the following equations;

   Aab(s) = AO.b(s) + fd4q.6+(q2.-m2a)G2paD2g2pMG;b(s')

                          +fd4is3iO.(sl)g2pbiD2g2pMNBb(s2) , (8-2-a)

   'i;b(s') = G2pb.g`";M + liOb(s') + fd4qb6+(q2b-m2b)G2pbD2CI(s")

                          +fd4kNBOb(s3)g2pb(D2E(s4) , (8-2--b)

   ?i'(s") .NcO(s") + fd4k60(ss)g2pif)26(s6) , '' (8-2-c)

where D denotes pomeron propagator and Gpi is external coupling between particle i

                                           -v rvand pomeron. Aab(s) t.v'saT(s) and similarly Bb and C are proportional to the total

cross seetion of pomeron--particle b scattering and pomeron-pomeron one, respectively.

A graphical representation of Eqs.(8-2) is shown in Fig.27, where the kinernatical

variables are defined. '  '
                                    Fig. 27

    We must note the following properties of Eqs.(8--2);

      (i) The contribution from the pomeron exchange part of elastic amplitude is

          included in Aab(S).
      (ii) Each ND meehanisms, i.e., AOab, NBbb and '60, are the Born term of Eqs.(8-2-a),

where R denotes the Reggeon propagator of the effective meson and Gm is the external

coupling between particle i and meson Reggeon M. AO abCs5 = suinel . Similarly NBO
b

    NOand C are proportional to the i.nelastic cross section of pomeron-particle b scattering

and pomeron-pomeron one, respectively. Mb and N denote the inelastic cross sections

of Reggeon M-particie b scattering and Reggeon M- Reggeon M one, respectively. It

is noted that the pomeron exchange part of the elastie scattering is not included

in Eq.(8-1-a) but its non-pomeron exchange part is included in it.
                                                                                    '
    Next, we include the D mechanism in production amplitudes as suggested by switch-

over mechanism. From ' 71).
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                                                  2           (8-2-b) and (8--2-c), respectively. If g pM = O , then Eqs.(8-2) is reduced

           to Eqs.C8-1).

     (ii i.) Aab(s) is represented by a perturbative expantion in powers of the pomeron

                     2           coupling g pM . Namely, the zeroth approx"nation is composed of the ND
                                        '
           mechanism and the elastic scattering. The single diffractive dissosiation

           is the first order approxination. The double diffraative dissosiationrnecha`-

           nism and the double diffraction one are the second order term. We note

           that this approximation is characterized not by the powers of the number

           of the pomeron exchange in the multi-peripheral chain, but by powers

           of the inner pomeron coupling. .
      (iv) As suggested by the switch-over mechanÅ}sm, the order of the approximation

           in Eqs.(8-2) is considered to be specified by the magnitude of the

           incident rnomentum. For example, in pp collision we have phenomenologically

                         pLeff' = sxao)" Gev!c

                   eff.           where PL denotes the i.ncÅ}dent momentum. From this expression it is

           implied that the terrn of the n-th order belongs to contribute effectively

           to the total cross section.

When we want to consider the gross structure of production amplitude, Eqs.(8-2)

are useful. Thus, we ean consider that Eqs.(8-2) are the basic dynamical equations

for production amplitudes.

    The graphical representation of the iterative expansion of Eqs.(8-2) is given
                                                               '                                                             '                                                'in Fig.28(a). Each term of this perturvative expansion is grouped into the four

series, i.e., Da-series, Db-series, Dab-series and D-D--series as discussed in ap-

pendi.x(B). The wavy lines in Fig.28 represent pomerons. If we square the amplitudes,

integrate final states we assume the ND cross section to be given by one leading
             an sum over the appropriate final states,Regge pole*), to be referred as an inelastic pomeron (a) . The inelastic pomeron

                                  --                                 '                                        tt
*) It is of course a nontrivial assumption that an absorptive

mechanism in the intermediate state is given approximately by

and that cuts are unimportantZ3)

part with the ND
          '
Regge pole alone
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                                   '
is different with the pomeron (ctp N 1) (we call k the elastic pomeron), and is

specified from Eq.(7--9-b) as follows;

                          N2                    s2ctM'2+g MM.sa-1 , (s--3)
                                      '                     '
where ct is the trajectory of the inelastic pomeron. Furthermore, from Eq.(7-10-b)

we have

                   ct=1-2e . (8-4 ).
Therefore, the intercept of this pole is lower than that of pomeron, ctp > ct .

Such a constraint follows because only a subset of the intermediate s.tates which

contribute to the total cross section and thus to the elastic pomeron (P), are

                                                         74) 'allowed to contribute to be the inelastic pomeron (P. ).
                                                     m
    Applying the same procedure to the other processes shown in Fig.28(a) leads

to Fig.28(b) in which each component of the absorptive part is expanded by the

triple-Reggeon couplings fppct pomeron-pomeron-inelastic pomeron coupling.

                                    Fig.28

    In the zeroth approxination, we have the following eguations;

                               mo                   UT"Oel+U , (8-5)
                   ImP= sael+in Pin , (8-6)

where P and Pin denote pomeron amplitude and inelastic pomeron one, respectiveiy.

                                                                     2    Finally, if the adjacent pomeron coupling is admitted and thus g pp k O, we

must modify Eq.(8--2-c) as follows;

  '1; (s") = g2pp . g-iM + NcO (s") + fd4 qi 6+ (q2i-m2i) g2ppD 2Nc (sm )

                                    + fd4 kNcO (ss) g2piyp 2a (s 6) • (8-7)

                                                                    '
Then, we rnay obtadn terms of adjacent multi-pomeron exchange. We wiZZ discuss
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about this point in (3) of this section.

(2) The introduction of dualtty

    Until now, we have considered the siJnplified model and not discussed the duality

                                                                  75),76)problem. !n thts subsection, we consider the model with duality.

    We consider the structure of the Born term of Eqs.(8-2) by introducing the

                                                     'duality. Then, the ND term is dtvided into the 3i- and ii-type component taking

the urbaryon rearrengement diagram (uRD) into aecount.76)'*) The 3i- and 'H--components

are corresponding to the non-resonant and resonant part, respectively. For example,

we consider the lowest state of pomeron-pomeron scattering. We have two mechanisms,

i.g., li- and 3i-type which are characterized by URD as in Fig.29.

                                    Fig.29

    Thus, we have

                    AO.b (S) = AO.b ('X') + AO.b C'H') , . (8 -8)

                                                  '
where AOab(X) and AOab('H- ) denote the contribution from the 5i- and ii-type meehanism,

                                   '                                              'respectively. Furterrnore, from the duality constraint we have '

                    AO.b(3i)=Im Pin , ' (8-9)

                 . AO.b(-H)rlmR , (8-10)
                                                                                  'where R denotes the Regge amplitude of the ordinary leading reggeon with ctR st } .•

    This two component structure of the ND mechanism introduces two pomeron couplings

(g2 px and g2 pH) and two triple-Reggeon eouplings (fppct and fppR) as shown in Fig.30

to the perturbative expansion of production amplitudes and absorptive part, respectively.

*) For example, the -X-type URD is characterized by the connected diagrams in which

                                                              vneither pair of urbaryon 1ines in a and b annih[Lates and the H-type URD by the

connected diagrams in which at least one pair of urbaryons in a and b annihUates

in the collision of the particle a and b as sbown in Fig.29.
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Also this leads to two sorts of fireball with 9`zrEae and swta22 mass, respectively.

It iks mainly due to the difference of the intercept of each trajectories, i.e,,

                  1ct r 1-2e and ctR = E . Thus, we have the follo,wtng relations;

   (i) 5r-type mechanism - non- resonqnt part e fireball with large mass,

   (ii) H-type mechanism e resonant part <------- fireball with small mass.

Also, it is noted that the other contributions which are characterized by the triple-

Reggeon couplings fRRct and fRRR are included in the Born terrns (AO ab(5() and AO ab(-H)).

                                   Fig.30

(3) The possibility of non-vanishing g2
                                       PP
                                                                     ' . Let us   . rn this subsection, we discuss the possibility of non-vanishing g2
                                                                    PP
begin with the assumption of the existence of such a particle that is stable for

strong interaction and has the quantum numbers of P = + , C = + and I = O where

P,C and I denote parity, charge conjugati.on parity and isospin, respectively. Then,

the coupling g2 pp is not kinematically forbidden. However, this coupling is

                                       77)dynamically forbidden by the Iizuka rule                                           that the creation of a urbaryon pair

which becomes constituents of a single hadron is strongly suppressed. If such a

particle exists and g2 pp \O, then the lizuka rule is breakdown. '
    Recentiy, Niu et ai.78) found a new particie lifith iong iife-time in cosmic-ray

experiment and ogawa et ai.79) pointed out that this new particie may be composed

of the p' urbaryon which was introduced in the modified Nagoya mode180). :t seems

to be stable for strong interaction and decays by weak interaction or another

new interaction. Th"s paytecS22 'taa.?t be2mu} tb tKg- sa,ne 'r,t"tteplZÅëT aA tfo nv paytua

Thert, we have the following relation; ass"wte`t here.

                                                              '' 2ctp-2+N g2

From Eqs.(7-!O-b), (7-10-c) and (8-11), we obtain the following solutions;

                                                                        '       '

                    ctb 'N" 1-6 , (8-12-a)
                                                                         '
                                      '                   'g"2MM ; 2(1-cxbf)-2e . , . (8-12-b)
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                   -g'2pM'.'•:e+6 , (s-12•-c)

                   Ng2• pp 'N' 26 , (8-12-d)
                                  '
where 6 < e . Here, we assumed only the asynptotic eonstancy of the total cross

section. We obtain the result that in this case the intercept of pomeron is smaller

than one. The solutions of Eqs.(8-12) is reduced to the solutions of Eqs.(7-Zl)

when 6 • O.

    It may be considered that the new particle is produced by
the adjacent pomeron exchange, which seems to develop so as to give the considerable

contrtbution to the total cross section at super high energies. AlsQ, the production

probability of this particle is proportional to the coupling g2 pp, which seems to

be very small. For example, we show this production mechanism in Fig.31.

                                   Fig.31

S9 Conclusions and discussions

  1. We have investigated the structure of reaction mechanism in hadronic multi-

particle production reactions based on a sirnplified multi- Regge model and clarified

that (1) the reaction mechanism in multi-particle production processes is composed

of two different reaction mechanism, i.e., the non-diffractive(ND) and diffractive
                '(D) one, and (2) the doninant reaction mechanism switches over from ND to D with

increasing energyland (3) this switch-over mechanism produces the perturbative

picture of production amplitudes.

  2. From the phenomenological analyses of exclusive reaetions with several

multiplicity and in the region PLS 100 GeV/c, the existence of the band scheme

has been pointed out. Namely, the domain of the reaction is divided into the

Åíollowing characteristic regions in the multiplicity-momentum plane:

                                                              '          Region(I): Non-diffractive mechanism dominates,

          Region(II): Non-diffractive and diffractive mechanisms are comparable

                      to each other,

          Region(III): Diffractivefeiechanism dominates.
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In the same region, the gross strueture of reaction mechanism is same.

                                                      -                                                         .  3. From the analysis of parttal cross sections of u p and pp reactons, it was
                      '                                                          :.clarified that the inner pomeron coupling g2 pM is very small compared with the

inner meson coupling g2MM, i.e., g2pM!g2MM = O.Ol*). The existence of this hier-

                                 ab v                                       and furthermore, produces a switch-overarchy specifies the structure of                                   c
                                    n
mechanism of the dominant reaction mechanism ihf we combine abc V wÅ}th the structure
                                                               n
Of RnY(si,ti). Namely, the following two features have been clarified;

         (i) The hierarchy among the inner couplings as follows;

                  g2MM >> g2pM >> g2pp ,**)

         (ii) The switch-over mechanism of the dominant reaction mechanism in multi-

                                             '
              particle production processes.

Aecording to this hierarchy, we have considered the following three worlds;

         (I) The world with "g"2M)c = 2 ,'"g2pM = O and "g'2pp = O ,

         (!r) The world with 'gV2M)f = 2-2e , Ng2pM = e and 'g'2pp = O ,

         (IIr) The world with 'gV21yDf = 2-2e , 'li2pM = e + 6 and '"g2pp " 26 •

In (r), ct '.-'v'1 and ctp '."v 1, in (Il) ct '.vv 1-2e and ctp'.vv 1 and in (Ilr) ct t.vv 1-2e and

ct p N.v 1-6. The realisttc world develops from (I) to (rlZ) with increasing energy.

The order of the approximation in Eqs.(8-2) is dependent on the magnitude of the
                                                                        '
incident momentum. Also, we included the production of the multi-fireball and

the new particle in the scheme in connection with the non-vanishing of g2                                                                             and                                                                          PM
                                'g2pp, respectively.

*) The ratio g2 pp!g2MM is related to the one fppp/fRRp wher.e. fppp and fRRp denote

the triple-pomeron coupling and the Reggeon-Reggeon-pomeron one, respectively. The
recent analysis81) is given as follows; fppplfRRp st O.Ole This result is consistent

with our estimation of g2 pM/g2MM. '
*rk) Here, the very srnallness of g2 pp is assumed and this assumption is believed to

be reasonable.
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                                                       '
  4. In g8, we assumed the gs>I!gltlg!LssggE!iggg>Lot on t of the total cross section. This

assumption is very important and specified the dynamies bf hadron-hadron interaetion.

    In (!r), we have
                                  '                          '                 '                 uTabtst u.iab[.S(lÅ}!a2.iilÅ}!b2-i+Y)(iY)] , (g-i)

where yi E G2MYG2pi26). on the other hand, by the optical mode182) we have

                   ab                 u2                  T                       = (9 --2)                    ab                 Oel 1-n '

where (1-n) is the opacity. From Eqs.(9-1) and (9-2), we obtain the .foliowing

relation at asymptotic energies;

                            4                                                                      (9-3)                 1-n =                        (1+Ya) (1+Yb) '

When we consider pp scattering, the equality of the external couplings G                                                                         and                                                                      rm
GpN leads to the results of n = O. Phenomenologically, we have n > O because

yi > 1. These relations are very interesting since they seem to suggest the solution

of the problem what specifies the magnitude of yi.

                                                             83)  5. The model for pomeron discussed by Car!itz, Green and Zee , is equivalent

to the model that the Born term is composed of only the ' H-type mechanism and the

higher order expansion is given by only the Dab-series in our scheme discussed in

g8. Also, the model discussed by silverman, Ting and yesia)8i4) is the one that the

Born term is composed of only the - H"i type mechanism and the higher order expansion

is given by the Da-series, Db-series and Dab-series. Hewever, they limited the

discussion to the first order approximation. The integral equation investigated

in this paper include3 these models. Thus, it is the basic and fundamentai equation

for the produetion amplitudes.

  6. Recent NAL data85) of the parti.al eross section of pp + ppT+T" seem to support

the existence of the switch-over mechanism as shown in Fig.10(f). If the experiment
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is performed in the more high energy region, the existence of the switch-over

                                                      .mechan'ism may be confirmed more certainly and the existence of the D-D mechanism

                               'wil1 be clarified.

    Also, the switch-over mechanism appears in the total cross section. Recently,
       'tt was discussed by Kagiyama86) that the swi.tch-over mechanism from ND to D is '

important in order to explain the tnereasing behaviour of the correlation parameter

f3' . This result supports our scheme for reaction mechanism. .
  7. For both T-p and pp reactions, the relative weight of D to ND becomes large
 '

gradually as the multiplicity increases, as shown in Fig.10. This fact is also

seen from Eqs.(7-7). For exampZe, at fixed energies, ND decreases faster than

Da ( or Db ) with multipZicity n because the factor 1!n! in ND decreases faster

than the factor 1!2n in Da ( or Db ) for large n. Therefore, for the large multi-

plicity-reactions, the ND mechanism may not be doninant even in the low energy

and the D may be domÅ}nant. If it is right, a band scheme discussed in the reaction

with several multiplicity, is broken down. Zt is very interesting how this property

influences to the physical quantity. This problem shall be investigated elsewhere.

                                  Appendices

(A) Partial cross section by a sinle multi-Regge model in the Chew--Pignotti's

                '
approximation

    We discuss the partial cross sections of each reaction meehanism (ND, Da, Db,

Dab, D-D,''') based on a simple multi-Regge model by assuming the multiperipheral

ampiitude of the chew-ptgnotti type26). we consider the reaction a + b • a + b + n" .

Exchanged objects are pomeron (ctp = 1) and effective meson Reggeon (ohn = O) as

discussed in the text.

     First, let us consider the ND mechanism. Then, all of the exchanged objects

in the multi--peripheral chai.n are effective meson Reggeons and therefore the partial

                          '                 ND) of ND is given as fonows in the chew-pignottl approximation;cross section (d
             •n
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                o.ND = IE2M.-.- Nf2)4b6 [nyg2)avr]" fexp {2cctM "i2il xt-><b)} "i:.l dxi6 (Il.211 x

                                                                  (A-1)
                                  '
      lywhere f2 i and '" g2j are the outer and inner cauplings, respectively, which contain

the ti--cut effect as seen in Eq.C6-16) .and xi=ln(si / so) and Xo=ln(s / so).

Using the equation

                                                    n-1                f: dXidx2'''dx. 8( i2i xi'Xo) = cX.2i)! , (A-'2)

                                                               '
we can get the following result;

                                             n                u.ND=;2M.-. 'f"2Mbis ['g'2)cM]"21.l?::O e2(ctMd2)'Xo , (A-3)

which gives the Poisson distribution with respect to multiplictty n. And

Oftn = O leads to

                u.ND = 3;2M.E Nf2Mbls ['g'2MM ]" -Sit!l}?2::."I)" s-2 , (A-4)

which is Eq.(7-7-a).

     rn the Da mechanism, one pomeron couples to particle b and thus,

       crnDa = l2MaE 'f'2pb-b [g2MM]"-i gpM2 fexp {2ctM t2i xi+2ctpx.+rXo}

                                    x ni"gl dxis("iSl xi-xo) . (A-s)

This equation becomes easily as

                                                              n-1       unDa = ;2M.s i2pb-b [g2]!fifi]""i -g2pM e(2ctM-2)XO fgOdz -8/l2illll-::--:.2iZ)l e-2(ctM-gp)Z

                                            n            = li2M.a nf'2pb-b• [g-21yll![]"'1 g2pM(k?S) s(2ctM-2)IFI(1, n+1; -2(ctM-ctp)lns)

where IFI(ct,Y; z) is the confluent hypergeometric function.

Using the following approximation for very large IZI;

i-Xo

'

)
'

(A-6)
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                   F(or,y;z)""{;iCllaYl.)(-z>-ct.-co.zoc-i)":(:iigi!iil{Fitxz-or)"lct,X+i)

                            +i2yY.]eZzct'-\n.cotoSC!;ftlglfti:g2in-ictl"i.Yct) , (A-7)

                            N'll'l(Il26ill s) ('z)-"+ rr((.).r] eZz"-Y , cA-s)

we obtain the following partial cross section for the Da mechanism;

                   o.Da = 'l;aM.-.- 'f'2pb-b- [g2iNmJ."-i g2pM [i;7.- 2.(k.i)!•(ie2S)"pti ] , (A-g)

where o(INf=O and Okp=1 are taken into account in this equation.

This is Eq.(7-7-b). simtlarly (sDb and (yDab can be caleulated and become
                               nn
Eqs. (7-7-c) and (7-7-d).

FutherTnore, the partial cross section of D-D is as follows;

          a.D'-D = 72p.-. 'f"2pb-b [2g2iyfM]"-2 [g2pM]2 fexp { 2ctMi22xi+2ctp(xl-TX.n)"Xo}

                               Å~ ni:.ii dxi 8 (::ii xi-xo)

                " i2p.-.- "f'2pb-b [g2MM]"-2 [g2pM]2 e(2ctM-2)Xo fgofgo-x d.dy

                                                       n-2                             x.-2(ctM-O(p)(x+y)-Slt!2fil:iiR-::-1OXY) . (A-lo)

                '
Following transformation of variables,

                       x+y= t, xy -- s ,

leads to

                     '         a.D-D = ?2p.s i2pb-b[g2MM]"-2 [g2pM]2 -Sit:l?2::#?)" s(2ctM-2?iFl(2,n+i;--2(ctM-ctp)ins)

                                                                    (A-11)

Using the above approximation for the confluent hypergeometric funetion

IFI(2,n+1;-2(ctM-ap)lns), we can obtain similarly

t
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                                                               n--2                                                     1 (lns ).      .u.D-D = li2p.-.ltf2pb'b" ['g'2MM]"-2 ["g'2pM] [ 1:fi-+ s.c..2)!' .2 ]' (A'12)

which is Eq.(7-7-e).

(B) The perturbative expansion of the S-matrix

     We diseuss the perturbative expansion of the S-matrix in the formal theory

of scattering. Unitarity is SS+=S+S=1. As usual we define the T-matrix by

S=1+iT. Then we get unitarity for T is the fo]rTn:

                          i( T+ -T)= T[+ . (B-1)

We define the Lorentz invariant and S-functicn free scattertng amplitUdes as follows

               <k, ITI k> = (2,,)4 54(k-kT) <kt IFI k> . (B--2)

Unitarity for F is easily found to read:

                                                '
                i <k IF+-Fl k> = (2T)4 ii <k IF+1 n> <n IFI k> 84 (k-k.) , (B--3)

                                                           '
where the sum over n denotes the sum over intermediate states and the integration
                                                                             '                                                                               'over allowed phase-space.

     Synbolically, from the integral equation of Eqs.(8-2) in g8)

                                                'F is given as follows:

                   F = FO.b + (aD + 'i;b OD) 15b ,

                  IFb -b+ i(bO+Zl '(Db+DG;bO), (B-4)

                  tv NO NO"                   c=c +                           CDC ,

         '                                                'where F, 17b and Gi corresponds to parttcle a-particle b, pomeron-particle b and

                                                           '                                                   O •-O ..                                                       F and CO are thepomeron-pomeron reaction amplitude, respectively. F ab, b

Born terrn of each reaction ampZitude. D is pomeren propagator and a and b are

couplings of particle a and b to pomeron, respectiveiy.

;
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                                                    N      From the last equation of Eq. (B-4), we have li= IC--g.oD .

 Therefore we obtain

                            '         F =-FO.b. +' (.D +"i;50..D) [bi+'liglO+ 1-itlgD cDb + D'FN'-bO)]

                                  '                                      '

           = FOab + aDb + aDl?-i-:-oDDb + aD(1 + 14zOioDD) AF'Ob

                  + "F'O.D(1 + 1-iC8DD)b + FO.D(1 + '1;- lll:];-gODD) NFOb . CB-s)

                                                    '
This gives us the perturbative expansion of the S-matrix. The third-, forth-,

 fifth-- and sixth-term correspond to the D-D-, Db-, Da- and Dab-series' because the

factor

  1'1;' iffZS;.. ;z D iS expanded as foUows;

              -i [l?qi =1+ 'cV OD +'c' ODIEI OD +• •e . (B-6)

     Also, in the case of the modei with duality, the structure of the Born term
                                                          '
is given in the forms;

                                                    '               FO.b = 'x"O + -H'O, 'NFOi = NxOi + NHOi, "cVO = llOi + """HOi , (B-7)

where the first and second terms in the right hand side of Eq.(B-7) denote the

non-resonant and resonant interaction in the ND mechanism.
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          Table !

and B in the expression P
                        n
 reactions, respectively.

max     B= An for

A(GeVlc) BInitial

ParticleS Theor. Theor.

rrp

KP

pp

O.030

O.065

O.09S

+O.067-O.025

O.11Å}O.08

O.13Å}O.05

2.9

2.9

2.9

+2.5-O.2

2.4Å}O.5

+2.6-O..2

*) Experimental values are taken from Ref .18).

Sumary

       Table 2

of coupling constants

effectiveeoupling ti-cutcoupling Chew-Pignotti'scoupling

g21yg!["10- "g'2st2.5b(IrY[ g2Mst1

g2pMsto.i3 'g"2 pMcro.oos g2psto.o2

f2-=107.8PNN lvf2-=6.7PNN
.-r5.1*)';2PNN

f2 MNiiatg.s tvf2 MgNN-2•5
i2-st8.8")MNN

f2 pTT=32.6 Nf2=2.0PTIT'

f2=1.63MTT d--f2=O.41Mrm

*) This coupltng is estimated by us using Chew-Pignotti
 `mode126).
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Capttons
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Fig. 9

Fig.10

Fig.11

Multi--peripheral diagram corresponding to the first term of Eq.(2-2).

The energy dependence pf n.--paeticle production cross sections.

TThe multiplicity" dependence of the value fi in Eq.(2-7).

The multiplicity dependence of the momentum giving the maximum

point of the partial cross section.

The energy dependence of the cross section for the reaction Tp + 3Tp.
                                          '
The role which the non-diffractive mechanism (N.D.M.) and the diffractive
                                                               'one (D.M.) play in the cross section of T- p + T- T+T-p. ExperiJnental
                '                                                                    'data are taken from Ref.53). - '
                         '
The Ulustration of the dominant region of each mechanism (the non-
                          '               '
diÅífractive and diffractive one) on the multiplicity-energy plain.

                                         'Multi-peripheral diagrams whLch characterize the ND and D mechanism.

The wavy and dashed lines represent pomeron and Tneson exchange,

respectively. .
The energy dependenee of UnV. (a) T- p + T-TOp, (b) "' p -. rr-x+T-

p,

(c) pp + pprrO and Cd) pp + ppT+ir'.

                                             '        '
The partial cross sections of T- p and pp colli.sion. (a) T- p ->• T- TOp,

    '                    '(b> it' p • T- T+T-p, (C) rr- p ÅÄ T+T-T+rrOp, (d) T- p ÅÄ T+T-T+T-T+
p,

(e) pp + pprO and (f) pp . pprr+T-.

  '
The solid 1ines represent the contribution from each mechanism and

the dashed 1ines represent the total sum of these contribution in each

reaction. The experimental data are taken from Ref.53) and Ref.58).
                                                       'Also, recent NAL data at 205 GeV/c whLch is taken from Ref.85) are

shown in (f). , .                                  '                    '                                          '                                               '(a) Th6 partiai cross sections of the ND mechanism 'and oTND which are

sbown in the solid lines and the dott-dashed line, respectively.
                                           '(b> The partial cross sectiotis of the D mechanism and aTD.

                                                    'The soltd lixies represent anDN , the dashed lines unDT and the

                               '                                                               'dott-dashed line crTD . . •. '  • '
                     '                                        '



Fig.12

Fig.13

Fig.I4

Fig.15

Fig.16

Fig.17

     '
Fig.18

Fig.19

Fig.20
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The contrtbution of tfrte D mechanism in u for varying multiplicity.
                                        n
                             '
The shaded regions come from the D mechanism.

The invariant mass dikst,ributions of T- p ÅÄ Td' f(mT+N)+ at PL= 16 GeV/e

for psi,2,3 and tt. The experi[nental data are taken from Ref.61) and
      '
are showti in the dotted lines. The soli,d lines represent the results

calculated in our model by Monte Carlo metbod, and show the total sum

of the contributtons from all mechanisms, ND and D.
                                                  'The typical examples for the energy dependence of the invariant mass

distributton of each mechanism. (A) The ND me'chanism in r- p + T' f(TN)+,

(B) The DN mechanism in T- p + T- f(TN)+ and (C) The DT mechanism in

rr- p ÅÄ T" f(4TN)+ . In all cases, the unit of the ordinate-axis is

The experirnental data of gn(n+'n-) . (a) T- p + rr-T+T'T+T- p and

(b) pp " ppT+T- , pp ÅÄ bpT+T-rr+T- . '

The results from the model calculation by our model for an(n+'n-) of

T-p '+ or' or+or' p at 16 GeV/c and 64 GeV/c. '
                                                           '                                                              '
These results contain the relative weight of Eq.(4-3-a) among each

                                                                   'meehanism. • '                                                       '                          doThe inodel calculation fior dxe of r-p -+ T-fT-13T-2p at 27 GeV/c from

                            z                                               'each mechanism. (a) ND, (b) Di and (C) DN. . '.
The model ealculation for d$gOd:`xF3 of T-p + Tny"+3T-2p at 16 G.eVlc

                                                            '
and 64 GeVlc from eaeh mechantsm, (a).ND, (b) DT and (c) DN. (d) The

                                                                'total sum o.f each contribution. The results contain the relative
              '                                                       '                                            'weight of Eq.(4-3-a). 2
                               du
                                  nThe momentum dependence of dx dx predicted from our model in
each division ( lx21 = lx31 = a.gs ? for T'p + T-fi-3T-2p . .

                                                      'Weighted cross sections for pp • ppT+Tq in the indicated LPS regions

               '                                                  'as functions of the inctdent laboratory momentum.
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Fig.25
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                 .2
                ct 04 • -N
Exponent N in                        ct PL for the dependence of two particle               dx dx                 23
distributton on the incident momentum between 16 GeVlc and 64 GeVlc,

in the scale given in the upper left.

The illustr'attort of the bhhd sche!ne on the multipZicity-momentum plane.

The invariant mass distrbution of n- p ÅÄ T- f(2TN)+ at PL= 16 GeVlc

and 64 GeV/c in our model. The contributions from each mechanism at

PL= 16 GeV!c and 64 GeVlc are shown in the solid lines and the dotted

                                                                 'lines, rgspeetively.

Effective coupling constants. Outer couplingS are (a) fpN-N, (b) fMNN,

(c) fpan and (d) fMTT, and inner couplings are (e) g]vrM, (f) gpM and

                                                         '(g) gpp. The adjacent pomeron coupling gpp is forbidden dynamically

by the eonservation of G-parity.

                                                  +-The switch-over mechanism in the reaction pp + ppT rr . The solid

1ines represent the contrtbution from each mechanism and the dashed

1ine represents the total sum of these contributions.

The illustration of the switch-over mechanism of (a) the n-particle

production cross section and (b) the inelastic cross section.

A graphical representation of Eqs.(8-2).
                      'A graphicai representation of the it6rative expantÅ}on of (a) production

amplitudes and (b) an absorptive part.

The illustration of the lowest state of pomeron-pomeron scattering

in terms of URD. (a) 'H"-type mechanism and (b) 3i-type mechanism.

                                 'The illustration of the structure of the Born terms AO ab,' B"Ob andNCO

in terms of URD. They are characterized by the two component structure

                           - --of the ND mechanism, i.e., H- and X- mechanism.

                                            '
The production mechanism of the new parttcle by the adjacent pomeron

exchange.
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